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 The dominant controls on flow generation in steep, forested hillslopes are poorly 

understood.  This dissertation examined the dominant flow processes operating at the 

hillslope scale, using a combined macroscale measurement and model development and 

analysis framework.  Irrigation experiments at two steep forested hillslopes were 

conducted to isolate individual hillslope flow components and reveal the dominant 

controls on flow routing to the stream.  A new perceptual model of flow processes at the 

hillslope scale was developed from these field experiments that included three key 

components: 1) A connected preferential flow network located at the soil/bedrock 

interface controls lateral water and solute transport, 2) The bedrock surface controls the 

subsurface flow routing, and 3) Bedrock is permeable, and acts as a sink for precipitation 

at the hillslope scale.  These components formed the basis of a new, low dimensional 

numerical model that was used to represent, quantitatively, qualitative experimental 

findings.  A multiple criteria calibration using hydrometric and tracer experimental data 

was conducted to evaluate the model and determine parameter identifiability.  The model 

was able to adequately reproduce both hydrometric response to precipitation, and a tracer 

application breakthrough.   

The model was then used within a virtual experiment framework to test the 

dominant controls on the whole storm precipitation / discharge threshold relationship at 

the catchment scale.  The modeling experiments showed that the macroscale precipitation 

/ discharge threshold was controlled by a balance between antecedent evaporation 



 

(evaporation rate times antecedent drainage time), and geologic factors (bedrock 

permeability and subsurface storage volume).  Overall, these findings suggest that 

making measurements at the scale of the processes one wishes to understand, and 

constructing numerical models based on the dominant processes at the same scale may be 

a first step towards the development of macroscale laws of hillslope behavior. 
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1. Introduction 
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1.1. Introduction 
Hillslopes are a fundamental landscape unit for many fields of environmental 

science (Wagener et al., 2004).  Despite the importance of forested hillslopes as a filter in 

the landscape for hydrological, ecological, biogeochemical, and geomorphological 

signals and decades of field monitoring of heavily instrumented field sites, hillslope 

hydrology is poorly understood, (Bonell, 1993).  Basic questions remain regarding the 

subsurface structure and dominant flow processes operating at the hillslope scale.  Figure 

1 illustrates the enormous complexity in subsurface flow processes that creates major 

challenges in understanding, conceptualizing and predicting the flow and transport in 

forest hillslope systems.  As a result, we still lack the macroscale laws that might describe 

whole hillslope behavior (Dooge, 1986). 

Some of the difficulties in making progress in hillslope hydrology are due to the 

standard methodologies used in the field.  Our measurements are restricted to the point 

scale (e.g. time domain reflectometry, tensiometers) or at the base of a hillslope where we 

might construct a collection trench (e.g. for measuring lateral subsurface flow or soil 

water chemistry).  While point scale measurements provide us very accurate information 

over the states and stores of water and nutrients at very small scales, they are often 

difficult to reconcile with hillslope trenching information that integrates over large spatial 

and temporal scales.  We still lack a mechanistic linkage between the extremes of our 

point scale measures and the integrated hillslope flow response.  While the two 

approaches have improved our understanding subsurface flow processes at the hillslope 

scale (Bonell, 1993; Kirkby, 1978; Weiler et al., 2006), the natural complexity and 

heterogeneity of these systems, combined with the inherent difficulty in measuring 

subsurface processes have been barriers to progress.  Most hillslope studies rely on 

passive storm monitoring, and generally only measurements of the inputs, outputs and 

isolated points of internal state conditions are made.  The boundary conditions are also 

rarely known, adding to the difficulty in measuring, modeling and understanding 

subsurface processes 

This thesis explores a new way of conducting hillslope scale experiments, where 

inputs and boundary conditions are controlled, have many advantages over passive storm 

monitoring.  Such macroscale experiments can test processes at the scale that they are 
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operating (i.e. Brooks et al., 2004).  Rather than measure flow processes at the scale that 

is convenient for our instrumentation (generally at the soil core scale), this thesis shows 

how these experiments integrate system response at the scale at which flow processes are 

occurring.   

This thesis also uses hillslope scale irrigation to generate subsurface flow 

conditions.  By generating steady state flow and storage through irrigation, the dominant 

flow processes can be revealed in a way not possible with the transient, dynamic 

conditions generally observed during storm monitoring.  Finally, destructive sampling at 

the hillslope scale allows for further discovery of hydrological processes masked by an 

impenetrable soil profile. 

Virtual experiments (i.e. Weiler and McDonnell, 2004) are another avenue for 

new process understanding.  Virtual experiments incorporate numeric modeling informed 

by field experience designed to act as a learning tool, rather than for prediction.  Using a 

carefully constructed and validated numeric model, we can develop numeric experiments 

to probe system response well beyond what is possible in the field.  Heterogeneities in 

processes and parameters can be controlled, while the dominant system response can be 

identified.  Virtual experiments have shown promise in determining the controls on a 

range of hillslope scale processes, including nutrient flushing (Weiler and McDonnell, 

2006), canopy smoothing of precipitation (Keim et al., 2006), bedrock leakage (Ebel et 

al., 2007) and the effects of spatially variable hydrologic parameters (Fiori et al., 2007).   

We focused our research on going beyond passive storm monitoring to open the 

black box of hillslope hydrology.  We will describe irrigation experiments performed at 

well studied field sites in South Island, New Zealand, and Western Oregon, USA to 

determine the flow processes controlling water and solute transport at the hillslope scale.  

These experiments were used to develop a perceptual model of flow and transport in 

steep, forested catchments incorporating rapid lateral subsurface flow and leakage to near 

surface permeable bedrock.  The new perceptual model was used to develop a simple 

numeric model of hillslope hydrology.  The model is then used as a learning tool to 

investigate the causes and controls on the threshold behavior seen in many hillslopes and 

small catchments. 
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Description of Chapters 

1.1.1. Chapter 2.  Hillslope threshold response to storm rainfall: (1) A field 
based forensic approach 

 Chapter 2 outlines a series of hillslope scale irrigation experiments from the 

Maimai instrumented hillslope, NZ, a site of hydrological research for over 30 years 

(McGlynn et al., 2002).  The goals of the experiment were to identify the location and 

nature of the preferential flow network, identify the role of bedrock topography on flow 

routing, and quantify the bedrock permeability and its influence on subsurface flow 

processes.  A new perceptual model of hillslope flow processes was developed based on 

the findings. 

1.1.2. Chapter 3.  Hillslope threshold response to storm rainfall: (2) A virtual 
experimentation approach 

Chapter 3 outlines the development of a distributed numeric hydrological model 

(MaiModel) using the dominant processes concept of Grayson and Blöschl (2000), 

informed by the new perceptual model of hillslope flow processes at the Maimai hillslope 

developed in Chapter 2.  The conceptual, reservoir type model is calibrated against 

multiple criteria, including both hydrometric and tracer system response from previous 

combined tracer application and storm monitoring field campaign by Brammer (1996).  

The calibrated model is then used in a virtual experiment framework to determine the 

controls on the macroscale precipitation / discharge threshold relationship seen at this and 

other field sites (McDonnell, 1990; Tani, 1997; Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell, 

2006).  Alternative hypotheses of controls on the threshold behavior are explored with the 

model. 

1.1.3. Chapter 4.  Experimental closure of the hillslope water balance within 
a measurement uncertainty framework 

Chapter 4 describes a field scale steady state irrigation experiment performed at 

the instrumented hillslope in Watershed 10, in the H.J. Andrews Experimental Forest.  

Using the closure of the hillslope water balance as a platform, here we present a rigorous 

uncertainty analysis of a hillslope scale irrigation experiment.  The importance of 

uncertainty accounting is shown, as the water balance is closed, revealing large fluxes 
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through storage in the shallow bedrock.  Storage discharge dynamics reveal complex, 

hysteretic behavior. 

1.2. References 
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1.3. Figures 
 

Figure 1.1 The complexity of subsurface flow processes (from Sidle et al., 2001) 
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2. Hillslope threshold response to storm rainfall: (1) A field based 
forensic approach  
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2.1. Introduction 
Hillslopes are fundamental units of the hydrologic landscape and the main filter 

for water and solute transport from the atmosphere to the stream.  In forested regions of 

the world, quick lateral subsurface stormflow (often called interflow or throughflow) is 

the primary mechanism for stormflow generation in headwater catchments (Hursh, 1944). 

Much of the progress in identifying the different manifestations of subsurface stormflow 

behaviors was made in the 1960s and 1970s (Hewlett and Hibbert, 1967; Mosley, 1979; 

Whipkey, 1965). More recent work has tempered these discoveries by revealing  the 

complexity, heterogeneity and uniqueness of natural hillslope drainage systems 

(McDonnell et al., 2007) and the wide range of scales of processes imposed by climate, 

geology and vegetation that control hillslope response (Sidle et al., 2007; Sivapalan, 

2003; Zehe et al., 2007).  

One common denominator in hillslope response to rainfall is the often-observed 

threshold relationship between total storm precipitation and lateral subsurface stormflow. 

Several (e.g. Lehmann et al., 2007) have recently argued that this is an emergent property 

at the hillslope scale—a property that subsumes much of the sub-grid complexity at the 

plot scale. While threshold relationships between storm rainfall and hillslope-scale runoff 

have been shown now in several environments (Buttle and McDonald, 2002; Hutchinson 

and Moore, 2000; Mosley, 1979; Spence and Woo, 2002; Tani, 1997; Uchida et al., 1999; 

Uchida et al., 2005) the physical cause of these thresholds has been difficult to 

demonstrate given the challenge of taking measurements at the hillslope scale. Recently, 

Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell (2006a; 2006b), based on field observations at the 

Panola Mountain Research Watershed in Georgia USA, developed the “fill and spill” 

theory to explain the precipitation threshold for lateral subsurface stormflow.  The fill and 

spill hypothesis states that that connectivity of patches of subsurface saturation (at the 

interface between the soil and an impeding layer) is a necessary pre-condition for 

significant hillslope-scale storm response.  These isolated patches of subsurface 

saturation are located in topographic hollows of the impeding layer, and connection of 

these patches is controlled by both the topography of the impeding layer and the 

permeability of the impeding layer.   This hypothesis was supported by observed patterns 

of transient water table development and lateral subsurface stormflow at Panola, and 
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since then by model analysis in two and three dimensions (James and McDonnell, 2008; 

Keim et al., 2006).  However, the physical measurement of the dominant controls on the 

presence and magnitude of the observed thresholds have not been performed. 

The fill and spill hypothesis for hillslope-scale threshold response depends on a 

number of factors, including the location and nature of lateral subsurface flow, and 

characteristics of the boundary where lateral flow occurs.  In this hypothesis, it is 

implicitly assumed that flow occurs at the surface of an impeding layer, and that flow is 

routed by the bedrock topography.  It is also assumed that the permeability of the 

impeding layer is of an intermediate value, permeable enough that storage is transient and 

requires filling during events, but not so permeable that storage cannot be filled during 

typical event rainfall intensities and durations.  Despite the promise of fill and spill 

controlled thresholds as a way to define and quantify hillslope scale response to 

precipitation, these factors (the nature of the flow system and permeability of the 

impeding layer) have proved difficult to assess in single-realization field studies. The 

mapping, measuring and quantifying the flow network and bedrock permeability is 

extremely difficult with current field techniques and approaches.  

So how can we explore the mechanistic controls on hillslope threshold response to 

storm rainfall (the fill and spill hypothesis) and develop a function that captures sub-grid 

scale variability into numerical macroscale behavior? Here we present a new field-based 

experiment aimed at defining hillslope-scale subsurface internal processes via limited 

destructive sampling of a well-researched site. We follow the tradition in soil science, 

where soil pits and excavations after tracer applications are a commonplace method for 

determining processes occurring at the soil pedon scale (e.g Flury et al., 1995; Zehe and 

Fluhler, 2001).  In this study we excavated a whole slope section to develop new physical 

understanding of internal controls on threshold response and whole hillslope emergent 

behavior. Our work builds upon some destructive experimentation that has already been 

attempted in hillslope hydrology (e. g. Kitahara, 1993; Moran et al., 1989; Singh et al., 

1991; Tippkötter, 1983), though previous experimentation was not based at the hillslope 

scale.  Kitahara (1993) filled a network of macropores with plaster and removed the soil 

from surrounding the network, identifying the location and morphology of the 

preferential flow network.  Numerous groups (e. g. Gibbens and Lenz, 2001; Heitschmidt 
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et al., 1988) have also removed the soil from a network of tree roots, revealing the form 

and structure previously hidden by the soil profile.  Additional pit scale irrigation and 

excavation experiments have been instrumental in revealing the structure and 

predominance of lateral and vertical preferential flow (e. g. Mosley, 1982; Noguchi et al., 

2001; Weiler and Naef, 2003) but have been limited to the pedon scale and have not been 

attempted across a complete hillslope section. 

We will show how destructive sampling at the hillslope scale can be especially 

useful at our well studied sites, where a history of observed field behaviors can be tested, 

ex post facto, using our forensic approach. Our research site is the Maimai Experimental 

Watershed on the South Island, New Zealand (see McGlynn et al., 2002) for review).    

Maimai was one of the early sites where the role of lateral subsurface preferential flow 

paths was observed (Mosley, 1979; Mosley, 1982).  More recently, studies at Maimai 

have chronicled the initiation of subsurface stormflow through soil pipes (McDonnell, 

1990), the patterns of subsurface stormflow (Woods and Rowe, 1996) and solute 

transport (Brammer, 1996) at the slope base, the relative role of hillslope vs. riparian 

zones in runoff initiation (McGlynn and McDonnell, 2003a) and nutrient and solute 

transport (McGlynn and McDonnell, 2003b).  While the recognition of rainfall thresholds 

for generating hillslope response at Maimai dates back to the original work of Mosley 

(1979), the controls on this whole-hillslope response have been difficult to assess, even at 

this intensively studied site.  

At Maimai, the key components of the fill and spill theory have not been resolved.  

Both the nature of the lateral subsurface flow network, and the permeability of the 

bedrock are poorly understood.  The characteristics of the lateral flow network have been 

extrapolated from observations made at trench faces and limited, small scale excavations 

(<1m2) (Weiler and McDonnell, 2007) while the upslope form, connectivity, extent of the 

lateral flow network remains unknown.  While the bedrock permeability has been 

estimated using a catchments scale water balance (O'Loughlin et al., 1978; Pearce and 

Rowe, 1979), no direct measurements have been made.  We posit that hillslope scale 

excavations are a powerful field method to reveal the existence and extent of the lateral 

flow network and a way to expose the bedrock surface for permeability measurements.   
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This paper details a hillslope scale irrigation - excavation experiment designed to 

identify the dominant flow pathways and the role of bedrock topography and 

permeability at the hillslope scale. Our work tests three sets of multiple working 

hypotheses directed at the first order controls on the fill and spill theory stemming from 

previous work at Maimai and other steep, forested hillslopes: 

1. How can we characterize the lateral subsurface flow? 

 1a) Lateral subsurface storm flow is concentrated in the soil matrix and the 

preferential flow network is non existent or unimportant in generating flow at the 

hillslope scale (supported at the site by Sklash et al., 1986) 

 1b) A lateral preferential flow network exists, consisting of disconnected soil 

pipes located in the soil profile (supported at the site by McDonnell, 1990; Weiler and 

McDonnell, 2007; elsewhere by Noguchi et al., 1997; Noguchi et al., 2001) 

 1c) A lateral preferential flow network exists, consisting of a connected network 

located at the soil/bedrock interface (supported at the site by McDonnell, 1997; Mosley, 

1979) 

2. How does the boundary layer affect flow routing? 

 2a) The bedrock surface plays an indirect role in flow routing (supported at the 

site by Woods and Rowe, 1997) 

 2b) The bedrock surface determines flow routing (supported at the site by Freer et 

al., 1997; McDonnell, 1997; and elsewhere by Freer et al., 2002) 

3. How does the permeability of the lower boundary affect flow processes? 

 3a) The bedrock is effectively impermeable (supported at the site by McDonnell, 

1990; Mosley, 1979; O'Loughlin et al., 1978; Woods and Rowe, 1996) 

3b) The bedrock permeability is high enough to have a significant impact on flow 

processes (supported elsewhere by Onda et al., 2001; Tromp-van Meerveld et al., 2006) 

  

2.2.  Site description 
The experiments were performed at the Maimai Experimental Watershed, near 

Reefton, South Island, New Zealand (Figure 2.1).  Maimai was established as a 

hydrological experimental field site in the late 1974 to examine the effects of forest 
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management on water and sediment flux.  The site has been continuously monitored 

since. 

Soils are stony silt loam podzolized yellow brown earths (Rowe et al., 1994) 

overlain with a 15 cm thick high porosity organic humus layer (McDonnell et al., 1991).  

Hydraulic conductivity of the mineral soils range from 1.4E-6 – 8.33E-5 m/s (5-300 

mm/hr), the mean porosity is 45%, and soil profiles average 0.6 m (McDonnell, 1990).  

The soil has a high density of preferential flow paths, including vertical cracks, live and 

dead root channels, and macropores in the soil profile and along the soil bedrock 

interface (Brammer, 1996; Mosley, 1979; Woods and Rowe, 1996).  At the soil surface 

lies a high permeability (hydraulic conductivity >2.78E-4 m/s (1000 mm/hr) (McDonnell 

et al., 1991)) organic mat, where isolated, and short lived pseudo-overland flow has been 

observed. Due to the high annual rainfall (2.450 m mean annual rainfall (Woods and 

Rowe, 1996) and high storm frequency (average time between storms ~3 days), soils 

remain within 10% of saturation through most of the hydrologic year (Mosley, 1979).  

Considered poorly permeable the bedrock is Early Pleistocene Conglomerate of the Old 

Man Gravel formation, a moderately weathered, firmly compacted conglomerate with 

clasts of sandstone, schist and granite in a clay – sand matrix (Rowe et al., 1994).  Deep 

seepage to the bedrock aquifer is estimated 100 mm/yr (Pearce and Rowe, 1979), 

In the Maimai experimental forest, the first order catchments are highly 

responsive, with a runoff ratio (catchment discharge/rainfall) of 54% annually, of which 

65% is quickflow (Pearce et al., 1986), as defined by Hewlett and Hibbert (1967).  While 

also responding rapidly to precipitation, the hillslopes have a much lower runoff ratio, ~ 

15%, and sustained baseflow for more than 4 days after an event has not been observed 

(Woods and Rowe, 1996).  The difference between hillslope and catchment runoff ratios 

has not been explained.  Reviews by McGlynn et al. (2002) and Rowe et al. (1994) 

provide additional details on the Maimai catchments. 

Our experiments were performed at the hillslope instrumented by Woods and 

Rowe (1996).  The relatively planar hillslope was chosen for their studies, downstream of 

the M8 catchment studied by earlier generations of scientists (McDonnell, 1990; Mosley, 

1979; Mosley, 1982; Pearce et al., 1986; Sklash et al., 1986).  The hillslope is 

representative of the Maimai slope lengths and gradients, with a maximum slope length 
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of 50 m, and gradients above 35o.  Lateral subsurface flow is collected at the slope base 

by a 60 m long trench excavated into the conglomerate bedrock surface.  Flow from the 

hillslope is routed to 30 trench sections (2 m long) and then into recording 2 L tipping 

buckets.  Due to soil instability and a deep profile, the trench is split into two groups of 

20 and 10 m wide trench sections, with a 20 m gap in between.  Woods and Rowe (1996) 

monitored subsurface flow at the trench for 110 days in 1993.  A key finding from their 

work was the recognition of the large spatial variability of lateral subsurface flow, 

something subsequently observed at field sites around the world (e. g. Freer et al., 2002; 

Hutchinson and Moore, 2000; Kim et al., 2004).  While Woods and Rowe (1996) 

attributed the spatial variability of lateral subsurface flow to surface topography, 

subsequent analysis showed that subsurface topography of the soil-bedrock interface 

better explained the coarse patterns of flow distribution at the hillslope scale (Freer et al., 

1997).  Later work by Brammer (1996) monitored flow from the trench for 65 days and 

traced the flux of an applied line source bromide tracer at the instrumented hillslope 35 m 

upslope of the trench face and observed very fast subsurface stormflow tracer velocities, 

with 4% of tracer recovery in the first storm after application, less than 3 days later, and 

less than 9 hours after the storm began.   

Analysis of data records from the Woods and Rowe (1996) and Brammer (1996) 

storm monitoring demonstrate a clear threshold for lateral subsurface flow at the 

monitored hillslope at Maimai.  If one defines an individual storm as at least 1 mm rain 

preceded by 24 hours without 1 mm rain, 41 storms are identified in the Woods and 

Rowe dataset, with between 1 and 83 mm total precipitation (Figure 2.2).  Total storm 

hillslope discharge was defined as the increase in discharge for the duration of the storm, 

including 24 hours after rainfall ceased.  Total storm discharge ranged from 0 – 22.2 mm.  

For all events with less than the 23 mm total storm precipitation threshold, only one 

storm had measured discharge greater than 0 mm (0.19 mm discharge for a storm of 16.8 

mm precipitation). 

We reactivated trench sections 10-13 of the Woods and Rowe (1996) trench.  

These trench sections are located in a (surface and bedrock) topographic hollow where 

the majority of flow (>64%) was observed in both the Woods and Rowe (1996) and 

Brammer (1996) monitoring.  Trench sections 10 – 13 drain upslope contributing areas of 
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between 51-473 m2, and peak flows ranged from 0.17-0.23 L/s (0.23 – 2.01 mm/hr) 

during storm monitoring.   In this area of hillslope, pipe flow at the trench face was 

observed to dominate lateral subsurface flow by previous researchers.  Overland flow has 

not been observed at the hillslope. 

 

2.3.  Methods 
 We performed 2 sets of irrigation experiments above trench sections 10-13.  The 

first experiment was a injection of water and tracer at the soil bedrock interface 8 meters 

upslope of trench sections 12-13.  The second experiment was line source surface 

application of water and tracer line 4 m upslope of the trench sections 10-11.  The 

upslope application distance was constrained by the presence of a 25 year old Radiata 

Pine 5 m upslope of the trench face.  Water was pumped 20 m from the nearby Powerline 

Creek to the application site with a small gas pump.  Irrigation continued until steady 

state conditions were reached, as determined by steady discharge measured at the trench, 

and constant spatial patterns of flow at the trench face.  For the deep injection 

experiment, the water was pumped directly into a trench excavated to the soil bedrock 

interface.  The trench was 0.6 m deep and 1 m wide.  For the surface application, water 

was pumped to a perforated gutter 1.7 m long.  Water irrigated the soil surface evenly 

along the 1.7 m long by 0.1 m wide gutter, and the perforations were spaced 0.0025 m 

apart so that a constant shallow (<0.0025 m) water level was maintained in the gutter.  

Due to fluctuations in the water source (related to creek stage and pumping rate), the 

application rate was not constant during the 4 weeks of experimentation.  However, 

steady application was possible over 2-3 hour application periods through careful 

monitoring of stream levels.  Application rate was measured on site, and varied between 

0.02 L/s to 0.30 L/s.  Discharge was measured at the trench face using the Woods and 

Rowe (1996) guttering and tipping buckets, linked to a CR10 Campbell Scientific 

datalogger.  As the excavations continued, much of the trench section was damaged, so 

subsequent trench discharge rates were not recorded.  All hillslope discharge was routed 

to a common 5 L collection vessel where tracer concentration was measured. 
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2.3.1.  Excavation and flow mapping 
 After steady state was reached in each of the experiments, the types and locations 

of dominant flow pathways were recorded at the trench face.  To ease photographic 

recording of flowpaths, brilliant blue dye (C.I. Food Blue # 2; C.I. 42090; 

C37H34N2Na2O9S3) was added to the irrigation water, (e.g. Flury and Flühler, 1995).  At 

steady state, the dominant flowpaths were labeled with orange tape, and vertical and 

lateral coordinates were recorded.  Both matrix flow (as evidenced by wetness at the 

seepage face) and macropore or other preferential flowpaths were identified.  A digital 

photograph was taken of each exposed trench slice, and of each noted flowpath for later 

analysis.  After the flowpath types and locations were identified and recorded, 0.2 - 0.4 m 

of the soil profile was removed upslope from the trench face (Figure 2.3).  As the soil 

was removed, the major flowpaths were traced upslope towards the application location 

to develop a near continuous map of lateral flow throughout the hillslope length.  The 

bedrock surface was fully exposed after each slice removal and the new flow locations 

and flow features along the soil bedrock boundary were identified.  For the direct soil 

bedrock interface injection experiment, 8 m soil was removed upslope in 37 slices.  For 

the surface application, 4 m soil was removed in 18 slices. 

2.3.2. Tracer injections 
We measured tracer velocities between excavations by adding a -Br  solution to 

irrigation water.  Tracer was added at every second or third steady state water application 

following soil removal (9 times during the direct soil bedrock interface application 

experiment (when 0, 1.30, 1.90 2.45, 2.84, 3.13, 4.19, 6.62 and 7.60 m soil removed) and 

7 times during the surface application experiment (when 0.50, 0.99, 1.25, 1.53, 1.92, 

2.15, 3.20 m soil removed).  During the surface application experiment 4 additional tracer 

injections were added at different irrigation rates with 1.25 m soil removed.  An ion 

selective electrode for Br- (TempHion©, Instrumentation Northwest, Inc.) was placed in a 

5 liter tank at the trench and readings were taken every minute.  The -Br  solution was 

injected directly into the trench during experiment 1 and uniformly along the length of 

the gutter during experiment 2.  The water application rate was held constant during the 

injection, and continued until -Br  concentration returned to within 200% of the 
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background concentration, or as long as conditions would allow.  Flow rates during the 

-Br  injection ranged from 0.03 to 0.11 L/s.  Due to low flow conditions, irrigation water 

was recycled in some experiments, causing -Br  concentration to remain higher than 

background.  In these cases, water application and tracer monitoring continued until 

steady concentration at the trench face was reached.  While a mass recovery was not 

possible, due to deterioration of the trench face, a representative sample of the discharge 

was collected for all injections. 

2.3.3. Bedrock permeability 
 The bedrock hydraulic conductivity was measured using a falling head test.  A 

cylindrical pit was excavated into the Old Man Gravel bedrock.  The pit was 0.25 m deep 

with radius 0.17 m, with a cross sectional surface area of 0.0934 m2 and total surface area 

including the pit walls and bottom of 0.2777 m2.  The bedrock was relatively soft and no 

fracturing was observed as the pit was excavated.  A 0.001 m resolution recording 

capacitance water level recorder (TruTrack, Inc., model WT-HR) was placed in the pit to 

record water height changes over time.  Prior to the experiment, the pit was prewetted by 

maintaining a constant head of water for 5 hours.  The pit was then filled to a depth of 

0.17 m and drainage was monitored for 13 hours.  Initial and final water levels were 

measured with a ruler to confirm capacitance rod function.  The recession of the water 

table was fit to a quadratic.  The hydraulic conductivity was calculated using Darcy’s law 

assuming a unit head gradient at long time, and infiltration along either the pit bottom or 

the pit bottom and sides. 

 

2.4.  Results 

2.4.1. Flow routing and locations 
During both irrigation experiments, lateral subsurface flow at the hillslope trench 

was dominated by concentrated flow at the soil bedrock interface, including both sheet 

flow (thin (< 0.002 m), low volume diffuse flow spread over 0.05 – 0.20 m width) and 

concentrated interfacial flow (high volume flow in visible gaps at the base of the soil 

profile).  During the first water application of Experiment 2, flow at the trench was 

restricted to within 0.05 m of the soil bedrock interface.  At the trench face, flow was 
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concentrated in 5 gaps connected by sheet flow along the bedrock surface.  An estimated 

70% of total lateral subsurface flow was in the concentrated flowpaths, with the 

remainder in sheet flow.  The concentrated areas were generally voids between the 

bedrock surface and lower soil boundary, rather than decayed root channels or worm 

tunnels.  These gaps were less than 0.005 – 0.010 m high and ranged from 0.01 – 0.10 m 

wide and often filled with roots (see Figure 2.4 for an example exposed trench face 0.5 m 

upslope of the trench). 

After flow locations were recorded, 0.2 m soil was removed from the trench face, 

with the areas of concentrated flow traced upslope as the soil was excavated.  This 

process was then repeated as the hillslope was excavated.  As excavation progressed 

upslope in 0.2 – 0.4 m increments, the flowpaths remained continuous and connected, 

with some divergence and convergence, controlled by bedrock features such as small 

scale (< 0.1 m tall) valleys and ridges in the bedrock surface.  A coat of brown organic 

staining was observed on the exposed bedrock surface along with a nearly ubiquitous 

matt of very fine to medium live roots along the bedrock surface (Figure 2.5).  In some 

isolated locations water diverged from the bedrock surface and flowed through and above 

a thin (< 0.1 m) gleyed clay layer.  These gleyed areas of soil appeared to be in 

topographic depressions in the bedrock surface, and suggest chronically saturated 

conditions.   

Vertical preferential flowpaths were observed in the exposed vertical soil column 

in the immediate proximity of where the water and dye was applied.  Such features were 

not active in the slices greater than 0.75 m downslope from the surface application.  With 

the exception of limited matrix flow and some isolated macropores, the majority of water 

traveling from the soil surface to the bedrock was via thin, sub-vertical cracks in the soil, 

similar to those reported by previous researchers (McDonnell, 1990).  These cracks were 

coated with a brown organic stain, similar to that seen on the bedrock surface.  The 

vertical and subvertical cracks were planes of weakness in the soil structure, and slaked 

off while excavating. 

For the direct soil bedrock interface injection experiment, flow was observed at 

the soil bedrock interface at all excavated slices, as well as during excavations between 

slices.   Once excavations reached within 0.3 m of the direct soil bedrock interface 
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application, some flow through the soil column was observed in the lower 0.25 m of soil.  

At this point both active macropore flow in the soil profile and saturated matrix flow 

were observed.  The macropores were less than 10 cm long, and appeared disconnected 

from any larger preferential flow system.  

Trench response more than 0.75 m downslope the surface application and 30 cm 

downslope of the direct soil bedrock interface application was identical for the two 

application regimes in terms of flowpath location (at the soil bedrock interface) 

morphology (areas of concentration controlled by bedrock depressions and obstructions 

connected by sheet flow) and flow response (rapid and sensitive to changes in application 

rate).  Fluctuations in application rate, which varied from 0.07 - 0.25 L/s, did not have an 

impact on the locations of concentrated flow, though the relative magnitude of each flow 

path was sensitive to input rate. 

Field observation and visual analysis of photographs of each trench section 

showed areas of organic staining in the lower profile (See Figure 2.4).  This staining 

suggested areas of prolonged saturated conditions, and concentrated above the flow paths 

identified during the irrigation experiments.  Stained areas were generally semicircular, 

with a diameter of up to 0.1 m, and located with the base on the bedrock surface.  

Additional staining was observed along the entire bedrock surface, while little was seen 

in the soil profile greater than 0.1 m above the bedrock surface. 

2.4.2. Tracer breakthrough and velocity 
Tracer breakthrough was similar for both the surface (and direct soil bedrock 

interface injections), with initial tracer breakthrough averaging 420 s (1020 s) after 

application (Figure 2.6, Table 2.1 and Table 2.2).  Peak concentrations were reached in 

1080 s (2700 s).  The time to initial and peak concentration breakthrough were longer for 

the direct injection than the surface injection, as expected due to the longer travel 

distance.  Breakthrough curves were skewed to the right, with a rapid peak and long tail.  

A skewed breakthrough curve indicates transport with a range of travel velocities, 

consistent with the combination of sheet flow and concentrated flow observed during 

excavation.  Due to irrigation source water limitations, time constraints and pumping 

difficulties, the entire tail was not captured for the tracer experiments.  Deterioration of 
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the trench flow collecting system precluded an accurate mass balance for the tracer 

injections.   

Despite these difficulties, the time to initial rise and time to peak tracer 

concentrations were well captured, giving an estimate of initial and peak travel velocities.  

Both initial breakthrough and peak concentration velocities were high for all bromide 

injections, at both the direct and surface experiments.  For the surface applications, initial 

breakthrough velocities ranged from 6.7E-3 to 3.3E-2 m/s (Table 2.2).  For Br- injections 

with greater than 1 m soil remaining downslope of the irrigation source, initial 

breakthrough velocity was uncorrelated with amount soil removed (R2 = 0.12).  Peak 

concentration velocities ranged from 2.1E-3 to 1.3E-2 m/s, with no correlation between 

tracer velocity and soil removal (R2 = 0.02). For the direct soil bedrock interface 

application, initial and peak velocities ranged from 5.3E-3 to 6.7E-2 m/s and 1.9E-3 to 

3.3E-2 m/s, respectively.  For the direct application, initial breakthrough and peak 

concentration velocities were weakly correlated with soil removal (R2 = 0.54 and 0.50 

respectively), where velocity increased as the soil mass was removed (Table 2.1). 

For the initial applications, while the trench system was still intact, we calculated 

the volume of water discharged from the trench before the peak concentration was 

reached, based on measurement of input rates and trench runoff.  This represented the 

volume of water in the active flow paths, or the active pore volume.  The active pore 

volumes in these experiments ranged from 0.04 m3 - 0.18 m3 (0.03 - 0.31 m3).  The active 

pore volumes averaged 4% (7%) of the total estimated pore volume, based on an average 

soil depth of 0.6 m and porosity of 0.45 reported at the site (McGlynn et al., 2002). 

 Tracer times to peak velocities were high, ranging from 1.9E-3 – 6.7E-2 m/s for 

the two sets of injections.  Prior to excavation the tracer velocity was 3.3E-3 m/s for the 

surface application and 2.5E-3 m/s for the direct soil bedrock interface injection (Table 

2.1).  Our reported peak concentration velocities likely overestimate mean travel 

velocities, due to an observed left ward skew of the breakthrough (Figure 2.6).   

Assuming plug, Darcy regime flow, a measured soil saturated hydraulic 

conductivity (Ksat) of 1.4E-6 – 8.33E-5 m/s (McDonnell, 1990), and the measured 

average hillslope gradient (s) of 56%, predicted Darcy (v = Ksats) velocities were between 
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1.7 E-6 – 4.7 E-5 m/s more than 3 orders of magnitude less than that measured in our 

experiments. 

2.4.3. Bedrock permeability 
The drainage rate of pooled water in the bedrock permeability experiment 

decreased during the first 9 hours, with an initial rate of 1.8E-6 m/s (6.4 mm/hr), slowing 

to a steady rate of 8.6E-7 m/s (3.1 mm/hr) for the final 4 hours of the experiment.  

Assuming a unit head gradient at long time, the bedrock hydraulic conductivity was 

calculated from Darcy’s Law (Q = KsA(∆h/L)), where Q is pit drainage at late time, Ks is 

the hydraulic conductivity, A is the area over which drainage occurs, ∆h/L is the head 

gradient, assumed to near 1 at long time.  Two estimates of A were made: (1) if drainage 

occurred only at the base of the pit, A = 0.0935 m2 and (2) if drainage occurs over the 

entire surface area of the pit, A = 0.935+0.1842 m2.  Using assumption (1), the bedrock 

hydraulic conductivity was 8.6E-7 m/s (0.31 cm/hr).  Using assumption (2) the hydraulic 

conductivity was 2.9E-7 m/s (0.10 cm/hr).  The recession of the water table was also well 

fit (R2 = 0.995) by a function of the form zt = zt-1(1-k∆t), where k is a dimensionless 

recession coefficient.  Using a least squares optimization, k = 0.086 s-1. 

 

2.5.  Discussion 
Our experiments represent the first hillslope scale destructive sample sampling at 

Maimai or any other previously-instrumented hillslope that we are aware of.  This 

targeted destructive sampling was designed to isolate and illuminate the preferential flow 

network long hypothesized to dominate lateral subsurface flow at the site.  This 

excavation allowed for the additional measurement of the permeability of the bedrock, a 

crucial control on the initiation of lateral subsurface flow and the partitioning of the water 

balance.  The work was specifically designed to test three sets of competing alternative 

hypotheses related to the nature of the lateral subsurface flow and it relationship with the 

topography and permeability of the bedrock.  The first set of hypotheses addresses the 

form and function of the preferential flow network; the second set of hypotheses 

addresses the role of the bedrock topography on the flow network; the third set of 

hypotheses addresses the permeability of the bedrock.  The three sets of hypotheses are 
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investigated in depth below.  We then discuss the influence of our findings on the 

threshold relation between storm total precipitation and lateral hillslope discharge.  A 

new perceptual model of flow at the site is developed, and its implications regarding 

model structure are discussed in detail Graham and McDonnell (this issue). 

2.5.1. Preferential flow network hypotheses 
 We rejected hypotheses 1a and 1b, and accepted hypothesis 1c – that lateral 

subsurface flow is dominated by a connected preferential flow network located at the soil 

bedrock interface.  Applied flow rates were consistent with lateral flow observed during 

medium to large stormflow, and the preferential flow network was able to accommodate 

the flow volumes.  Lateral subsurface flow was observed solely at the soil bedrock 

interface, where water was transmitted as sheet flow and preferentially in voids restricted 

to within 5 cm above the bedrock surface, occupying only 4% of the available pore space.  

The active flow zone coincided with live and dead roots at the soil bedrock interface and 

organic staining on the bedrock surface and in the lower soil profile, indicating these flow 

paths are stationary and chronically saturated during natural events.  Both the root density 

and organic staining were much reduced in the soil profile above the observed flow zone.  

There was no evidence for lateral macropore flow in the soil profile as hypothesized by 

Weiler and McDonnell (2007) and observed elsewhere (Tsuboyama et al., 1994), though 

vertical and subvertical cracks appeared responsible for routing water from the soil 

surface to depth, as observed at this site (McDonnell, 1990).  While some macropores 

were seen in the soil profile, these were apparently disconnected to the flow occurring at 

depth, and not observed to be routing water except near the irrigation application source.   

While our irrigation rates were high when expressed as a precipitation rate (592 – 

2117 mm/hr), our intent was to isolate the lateral subsurface flow component, rather than 

identify flow paths from the soil surface to depth.  Measured lateral subsurface flow rates 

for natural storms at the gauged trench face for trench sections 12-13 (below the direct 

soil bedrock interface application) range from 0 – 0.40 L/s (Woods and Rowe, 1996), 

which bound our applied rates and measured discharge.  Downslope of the surface 

application, measured throughflow for trench sections 10-11 during natural events were 

similar (0 – 0.38 L/s).  Considering the relatively small contributing area between the 

application site and the collection trench, most of the water collected at the trench would 
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pass the application site as lateral subsurface flow during natural events.  The effect of a 

trench face on unsaturated flow paths has long been known (Atkinson, 1978), primarily 

diverging flow vectors from the trench face due to capillarity and other edge effects.  

Since our system was dominated by saturated flow, edge effects were not anticipated to 

be a large factor.  In fact, no evidence of edge effects due to the trench face was seen 

while excavating upslope during the irrigation and no evidence of unsaturated matrix 

flow (staining of the dyed irrigation water in the soil profile) was seen upslope of the 

original trench. 

 Mosley (1979) identified bypass flow to the bedrock surface and downslope 

routing along the bedrock as one of the major lateral subsurface flow paths from 

irrigation experiments in the M8 catchment.  During small scale experiments (application 

< 1 m upslope from his 1 m2 pits), Mosley found very fast flow velocities (average 6 

m/hr) along these and other flowpaths.  These findings were seemingly contradicted by 

the age of the water (~4 months) and low percentage (<25%) of event water in pit 

discharge, as identified by analysis of naturally occurring oxygen and hydrogen isotopes 

in the rainfall (Pearce et al., 1986; Sklash et al., 1986).  One possible source of mixing of 

event and stored, pre-event water is in the soil profile, as rainfall mixes in the large soil 

moisture reservoir before leaking onto the bedrock surface and rapidly routing 

downslope.  This is consistent with the observed lack of downslope aging of water at M8 

at the hillslope scale (Stewart and McDonnell, 1991). 

 This network differs from previous conceptual models in that it is connected, 

extensive, and it is located exclusively at the soil bedrock interface.  Tani (1997) 

proposed a similar network after stormflow monitoring at Minamitani catchments, Japan, 

though bedrock interfacial flow was perceived to begin there after soil profile saturation.  

In an irrigation / excavation experiment at Hitachi Ohta, Japan, where irrigation was 

applied evenly on the surface 1 m upslope of a trench, Tsuboyama et al. (1994) showed 

that flow was dominated by matrix flow and laterally oriented pipes connected by organic 

rich areas of mesoporosity, while flow along the bedrock interface played a relatively 

minor role.  The findings of the current experiment suggests that a very different flow 

network may have been observed at Hitachi Ohto had the irrigation been applied further 

upslope, allowing the irrigated water the time to reach the bedrock surface.  At Panola 
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Georgia, storm monitoring by Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell (2006a) showed that 

flow from macropores located at the soil bedrock interface makes up 42% annually of 

trenchflow at a site where leakage to the bedrock dominates the water balance.  The lack 

of upslope excavations has prevented the determination of the upslope nature of the 

flowpath network at Panola, though this research suggests that a connected preferential 

flow network at the soil bedrock interface is possible. 

2.5.2. Bedrock surface flow routing hypotheses 
 We rejected hypothesis 2a and accepted hypothesis 2b – that the bedrock surface 

controls lateral subsurface stormflow routing.  The bedrock micro and macrotopography 

were shown to be the major control of water routing at the hillslope scale.  While 

occasionally the flow paths in the soil were observed above the soil bedrock interface on 

top of thin clay lenses, the majority of flow was in direct contact with the bedrock 

surface.  During the excavations interfacial flow paths were observed to be routed 

primarily by features such as protruding cobbles and rills on the bedrock surface.  Due to 

the steep slopes and generally planar bedrock, much of the flow routing was controlled 

by microtopographic features that were small, less than 0.1 m in relief.  In one case, flow 

was observed to be routed from one collecting trench section to another by one such 

small rill on the bedrock surface 1 m upslope of the trench.  This feature had a maximum 

relief of 0.05 m and routed 33% of the water from one trench section to the next, locally 

redirecting water fed by 50 m of upslope contributing area to the site.  Since water 

reached the bedrock surface within one meter of application for both the direct soil 

bedrock interface and surface application, bedrock routing would be expected to 

dominate flow paths for the majority of water upslope of the collecting trench. 

Freer et al. (1997) used a two meter DEM of the bedrock topography to determine 

hillslope scale flow routing at the Maimai hillslope and observed that it was a better 

predictor of the spatial pattern of hillslope trench flow than surface topography.  Woods 

and Rowe (1997), however, showed that the difference was slight, and could be explained 

by uncertainty in the surface topography, where small errors in the DEM could result in 

large differences in the upslope contributing area at each two meter trench section.  The 

findings from the present study suggest that small topographic features can have a 

disproportionately large impact on flow routing.  Furthermore, the two meter DEM of 
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bedrock topography used by Freer et al. (1997) was not likely of high enough resolution 

to reliably predict flow at the two meter trench section scale.  From the present study, it 

seems that a very high resolution DEM (< 0.1 m grid spacing, with resolution greater 

than 0.05 m) of the bedrock surface is needed to predict flow as measured by two meter 

trench sections located at the hillslope base.  While both the surface and subsurface two 

meter DEMs predicted the general pattern of flow (concentrated in the topographic 

hollow), neither is of sufficient precision to predict flow into each trench section. 

2.5.3. Bedrock permeability hypotheses 
 We rejected hypothesis 3a and accepted hypothesis 3b – that the bedrock 

permeability is significant.  The measured bedrock hydraulic conductivity falls in the 

semi-pervious range (Bear, 1972) and potentially a large component of the water balance.  

The bedrock at Maimai has been described as “poorly permeable” (O'Loughlin et al., 

1978), “effectively impermeable” (McDonnell, 1990), and as “nearly impermeable” 

(McGlynn et al., 2002).  However, to our knowledge, no direct measurements of bedrock 

permeability have ever been attempted at Maimai.  Our falling head permeability 

measurement showed that bedrock Ksat was semi-pervious (2.9E-7 – 8.6E-7 m/s).  While 

this was one point measurement of limited scale, the relatively high value suggests that 

losses to bedrock cannot be ignored. 

There is evidence in the historic data record of significant losses to bedrock at the 

Maimai hillslope.  At the nearby M8 catchment (a 3.8 ha zero order catchment whose 

outlet is 100 m upstream of the study hillslope in this paper) annual runoff ratios 

measured at a perennial stream average 54% (1404 mm) (McGlynn et al., 2002).  Barring 

any lateral redistribution from nearby catchments and assuming no losses to deep 

groundwater, this suggests a maximum annual evaporation rate of 46% of precipitation 

(1196 mm).  The hillslope scale runoff ratios have been reported to be 13% over 110 days 

of monitoring (Woods and Rowe, 1996), and 14% for a separate period of 90 days 

monitoring (Brammer, 1996).  While these two periods of monitoring were not 

particularly long, the uniform temporal distribution of precipitation at the site suggests 

that seasonal changes in storage at the hillslope would be minor.  Since both sites are 

experiencing similar evaporative conditions, the difference in runoff ratios is likely due to 

leakage to the bedrock, which is a likely sink at the hillslope scale, and a source at stream 
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channel.  This would suggest a minimum loss to bedrock at the hillslope scale of 41% of 

rainfall (1066 mm/year).  Previous estimates at the M8 catchment place bedrock leakage 

at 100 mm/yr (O'Loughlin et al., 1978), or 3.9% of precipitation.  The hillslope scale 

estimates are an order of magnitude larger than previous estimates of leakage at the 

catchment scale.  We hypothesize that the majority of this “lost” water would reemerge at 

the stream channel, based on the higher annual runoff ratios measured at the stream 

channel.  While not having an impact on the catchment water balance, water traveling 

through the bedrock and reemerging at the stream would have longer flow paths, more 

contact with the subsurface and longer mean residence times. 

This finding of the relatively high permeability at a site where the bedrock has 

been previously considered “effectively impermeable” (McDonnell, 1990) suggests that a 

similar reassessment is warranted at other hillslopes.  In fact, leakage to bedrock has been 

shown to be a significant subsurface flowpath at the hillslope scale at a number of 

research catchments that were considered impermeable prior to investigation, with a wide 

range of underlying bedrock types (e.g. Hornberger et al., 1991; Katsuyama et al., 2005; 

Montgomery et al., 1997; Onda et al., 2001; Tromp-van Meerveld et al., 2006).  Low 

runoff ratios observed at the monitored hillslope in Panola, Georgia (underlain by Panola 

Granite) were initially attributed to transpiration losses, before direct measurement of the 

bedrock permeability estimated it at 1.4E-7 m/s (Tromp-van Meerveld et al., 2006), 

approximately double that measured at Maimai in this study.  Waichler et al. (2005) 

showed through numeric modeling that bedrock leakage accounts for 15% of the water 

balance at three second and third order catchments in the HJ Andrews Experimental 

Forest in Oregon (underlain by Andesite), a volume that was previously assumed to be 

lost to evaporation.  Subsurface flow through the bedrock has been shown to be 

significant in other steep, forested catchments (e.g. Onda et al., 2001 (Serpentinite 

Rocks); Montgomery et al., 1997 (Eocene Sandstone); Katsuyama et al., 2005 (weathered 

granite)), affecting mean residence times, tracer transport, and flow routing. 

2.5.4. A new perceptual model of subsurface flow at Maimai 
 Based on the experimental results described above, the perceptual model of 

subsurface flow processes proposed by previous research at Maimai is modified to fit 

new findings of subsurface flow processes.  While previous perceptual models have been 
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proposed at this site, they have been constrained by isolated observations of limited water 

balance components (e. g. Mosley, 1979; Pearce et al., 1986), the spatial limitation of 

previous sprinkler experiments (e.g. McDonnell, 1990; Mosley, 1979), and the limiting 

nature of measurement techniques (Brammer, 1996; Woods and Rowe, 1996).   

The new perceptual model of flow processes at the Maimai hillslopes is shown in 

Figure 2.7.  While pseudo overland flow through the high permeability organic mat on 

the soil surface has been observed in topographic hollows and riparian areas (McDonnell 

et al., 1991), overland flow has not been observed at the hillslopes of Maimai even at the 

extremely high rainfall intensity of experiment 2.  Water infiltrates into the soil matrix 

during small events where rainfall intensity is less than the hydraulic conductivity of the 

upper soil profile.  When rainfall rates are higher than infiltration rates, or when 

saturation of the soil column occurs, bypass flow through the observed sub-vertical 

cracks delivers water from the soil surface to the bedrock (McDonnell, 1990).  Water in 

the soil column mixes with pre-event water, and drains vertically to the bedrock, 

consistent with observation of vertical pressure heads at a nearby hillslope during and 

between storms (McDonnell, 1990). 

Once at the soil - bedrock interface, water flows along the bedrock surface, as 

evidenced by both flow routing during experiments 1 and 2, and the observed root 

matting and organic staining along the soil bedrock interface during excavations.  The 

disconnected macropore flow network as proposed by Weiler and McDonnell (2007) is 

not supported by the current experiments, where macropore flow in the soil profile was 

not observed.  Bedrock flow routing is not inconsistent with the observed spatial 

variability of lateral subsurface flow at the hillslope trench (Brammer, 1996; Freer et al., 

1997; Woods and Rowe, 1996), though storm monitoring alone could not conclusively 

prove such control.   

Once at the soil bedrock interface, water moves either quickly downslope via a 

connected flowpath network of voids in the lower 0.5 m of the soil profile, or leaks into 

the bedrock, likely reemerging at the stream channel.  High water velocities are 

consistent with those seen in both storm monitoring and irrigation experiments (Mosley, 

1979; Mosley, 1982) and a hillslope scale tracer experiment (Brammer, 1996).  Leakage 

into bedrock at the hillslope along with reemergence at the stream channel is consistent 
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with the low runoff ratios (0.15) observed at the hillslope (Brammer, 1996; Woods and 

Rowe, 1996) combined with the high runoff ratios (0.60) seen at the first order catchment 

upstream (Pearce et al., 1986). 

2.5.5. Implications on threshold for lateral subsurface flow initiation 
The nature of the preferential flow network, its location and the permeability of 

the bedrock all have significant influence on the threshold for initiation of lateral 

subsurface flow.  To demonstrate the influence of these factors on the threshold, we will 

compare the findings at Maimai with another well studied field site, the Panola hillslope 

in Georgia, USA.  Panola is similarly instrumented, with a 20 m trench collecting lateral 

subsurface flow from a 960 m2 hillslope.  At Panola, the threshold for lateral subsurface 

flow initiation has been attributed to the filling of subsurface storage in the small bedrock 

surface depressions, which occurs despite leakage into the permeable bedrock.  Upslope 

connection of filled subsurface storage has been observed after 54 mm rainfall, 

coinciding with the threshold for significant lateral subsurface flow (Tromp-van 

Meerveld and McDonnell, 2006a; 2006b).  At the instrumented hillslope at Maimai, the 

threshold for flow is approximately 23 mm (Graham and McDonnell, this issue). 

The threshold for initiation of lateral subsurface flow is directly dependent on the 

nature of the lateral subsurface flow network.  Assuming no preferential flow network 

(hypothesis 1a), lateral subsurface flow would initiate in the soil matrix as soon as the 

head gradients began to develop downslope.  While this would begin soon after rainfall, 

with the low hydraulic conductivity of the soil matrix, substantial amounts of lateral 

subsurface flow would not occur until saturated conditions had spread through most of 

the soil profile, due to the low hydraulic conductivity of the soil matrix.  Assuming 

preferential flow was dominated by disconnected macropore flow in the soil profile 

(hypothesis 1b), lateral flow would not be initiated until the water table had risen above 

the inlet of the macropores.  This flow network would need a much greater amount of 

precipitation to turn on than the situation where there was no network at all, as the water 

table would need to raise a considerable height to intersect a substantial number of 

macropores.  Assuming the preferential flow network is a connected network at the soil 

bedrock interface (hypothesis 1c, supported at Maimai by these experiments), lateral 

subsurface flow in the preferential flow network would initiate as soon as saturated 
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conditions were met at the base of the soil profile, and water began to drip into the 

observed voids along the soil bedrock interface.  Of the three available hypotheses, the 

connected network at the soil bedrock interface leads to the smallest threshold for 

significant lateral subsurface flow.  While the preferential flow network at Panola is still 

poorly understood, the significant portion of flow that emerges at the trench as macropore 

flow at the soil – bedrock interface suggests that a similar flow network is occurring at 

Panola, and the threshold should be similar at the two sites.  Since the threshold is greater 

at Panola, another explanation is needed. 

The threshold for initiation of lateral subsurface flow is directly dependent on 

whether the bedrock topography controls flow routing.  Assuming the bedrock surface 

plays an indirect role in flow routing (hypothesis 2a), the filling of bedrock topographic 

storage should be incidental in lateral flow generation.  However, assuming the bedrock 

surface is the direct control of flow routing (hypothesis 2b, supported at Maimai by these 

experiments), topographic hollows would need to be filled before lateral subsurface flow 

would initiate.  Whereas Panola had a relatively shallow slope (14%), Maimai is very 

steep (38%), and bedrock topographic storage is likely much less at Maimai, assuming 

bedrock surface roughness are equal.  In fact, no topographic pools larger than 0.1 m 

deep and of diameter greater than 0.05 m were observed at Maimai in the exposed 

bedrock surface after excavation.  The threshold for initiation of lateral subsurface flow 

should be greater for Panola due to the shallower slope and greater potential storage at 

the bedrock surface. 

The threshold for initiation of lateral subsurface flow is directly dependent on the 

permeability of the bedrock in a system where the lateral preferential flow network is at 

the soil bedrock interface.  Assuming a (nearly) impermeable bedrock (hypothesis 3a), 

bedrock topographic storage would be filled quickly, and remain filled between events.  

This would lead to a much lower (if any) threshold at the site.  Assuming the bedrock is 

permeable (hypothesis 3b, supported at Maimai by these experiments), flow along the 

bedrock surface will drain into the bedrock while moving downslope.  At the extreme 

case, where the bedrock permeability is equal to the permeability, no lateral subsurface 

flow would occur at all, as flow paths would not be diverted downslope.  This case was 

seen at Mettmann Ridge, Oregon, where an irrigation experiment at a similarly steep 
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forested catchment resulted in little lateral subsurface flow above the bedrock surface due 

to the very high permeability of the underlying fractured bedrock sandstone 

(Montgomery et al., 1997).  In the case of Maimai, where the bedrock hydraulic 

conductivity (2.8E-7 – 8.3E-7 m/s) was below the lower end of the range of the soil 

hydraulic conductivity (1.4E-7 – 8.3E-6 m/s), lower leakage to bedrock leads to more 

lateral subsurface.  However, the bedrock hydraulic conductivity measured at Maimai is 

less than that of Panola (1.6E-7 m/s; Tromp-van Meerveld et al., 2006), another possible 

explanation of the higher threshold (54 mm) seen at Panola.   

 While our work has revealed implications regarding the relative value of the 

threshold when compared to Panola, it is still poorly understood how each factor directly 

impacts the threshold at each site.  Additionally, the three factors mentioned above do not 

encompass all possible sources of the threshold, which also include geometry of the 

watershed, including the percent riparian area, slope and slope length, soil textural 

properties such as drainable porosity and hydraulic conductivity, or environmental factors 

such as storm frequency and potential evaporation rates.  While analysis of long term 

data records can help tease out environmental effects (such as comparing the thresholds 

for flow for storms with different antecedent moisture conditions), determining the 

precise effect of geometry and bedrock and soil properties will require either extensive 

site intercomparison or physical and numeric modeling.  Due to the wide range of factors 

that can potentially impact the threshold, it seems that virtual experiments are the way 

forward. 

 

2.6.  Conclusions 
 Field scale experimentation and destructive sampling demonstrated the form and 

function of the subsurface flow network at a well studied catchment.  A hillslope 

excavation revealed a connected, extensive preferential lateral flow network at the soil 

bedrock interface capable of transmitting large volumes of water.  The flow network was 

shown to be controlled by small scale features on the bedrock surface.  Bromide tracer 

applications demonstrated high lateral velocities, reaching 2.5E-3 m/s.  A falling head 

test determined the bedrock was permeable, with a saturated hydraulic conductivity of 
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2.8E-7 – 8.3E-7 m/s.  These observations were combined with previous field 

observations to create a new perceptual model of flow processes at the site. 

 Our findings suggest that the major controls on subsurface flow paths are not the 

standard measured parameters, such as surface topography and soil depth, permeability 

and texture, but rather other, more difficult to measure parameters, such as the microscale 

bedrock topography, bedrock permeability, and the lateral subsurface velocities (hillslope 

scale anisotropy).  These parameters are more difficult to measure because of their scale 

of operation and location, often buried beneath the soil profile.  Numeric models using 

this critical information, and perhaps simplifying less dominant processes such as 

transport dynamics through the soil profile, may be the key to developing new 

parsimonious models whose structures capture the dominant processes at a site. 
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2.9. Tables 

Table 2.1 Tracer breakthrough data for pit application 
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Table 2.2 Tracer breakthrough data for surface application 
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2.10. Figures 
 
Figure 2.1 Study site and excavation locations (grey, b).  Excavated area with locations of 
surface and pit applications 
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Figure 2.2 Precipitation discharge threshold relationship at Maimai hillslope (data from 
Woods and Rowe, 1996) 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of excavation surfaces and bromide injections for surface (4 m 
upslope) and bedrock (8 m upslope) applications.  
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Figure 2.4 Trench excavated surface, with 0.5 m soil removed, 4 m downslope of surface 
application of dye and water.  Note 4 areas of concentrated flow, coinciding with brown 
organic staining in lower soil profile. 
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Figure 2.5 Preferential flow at soil bedrock interface with live roots (a).  Organic staining 
on bedrock surface, indicating prolonged saturated conditions (b). 
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Figure 2.6 Tracer breakthrough at trench face of Br- tracer applied on soil surface.  
Tracer was applied 4 m upslope of the trench, and between 50 and 320 cm of soil was 
removed from the trench face upslope for each tracer application. 
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Figure 2.7 New perceptual model of lateral subsurface flow at the hillslope scale 
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3. Hillslope threshold response to storm rainfall: (2) Development and 
use of a macroscale behavioral model 
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3.1. Introduction 
Hillslope hydrology still lacks the compact organization of empirical data and 

observations of responses that might facilitate extrapolation to and prediction of hillslope 

behavior in different places. Hillslope hydrology models based on our current small scale 

theories emphasize the explicit resolution of more and more of the unknown and 

unknowable heterogeneities of landscape properties and the resulting process 

complexities. (McDonnell et al., 2007) While the utility of a search for macroscale laws 

was enunciated over twenty years ago, (Dooge, 1986) few studies have been able to even 

observe macroscale behavior given the enormous logistical challenge for characterizing 

whole-hillslope response. The heterogeneity in hillslope soil, bedrock, and topographic 

conditions and complexity of the spatial and temporal rainfall and throughfall input are 

still extraordinarily difficult to quantify and resolve.  

Graham et al. (this issue) presented a new macroscale perceptual model of 

subsurface flow processes at the well studied Maimai experimental watershed. (McGlynn 

et al., 2002) This work was based on whole-hillslope forensic analysis of subsurface flow 

paths and detailed hillslope scale irrigation aimed at identifying the dominant subsurface 

flow pathways and the role of bedrock topography and bedrock permeability at the 

hillslope scale.  The complexities of hillslope response and heterogeneity of the hillslope 

site at Maimai could be summarized three key process statements: 1) A connected 

preferential flow network located at the soil/bedrock interface dominates lateral water 

and solute transport (with very high flow and transport velocities averaging 2.5E-3 m/s).  

2) The bedrock surface controls the subsurface flow routing (where macroscale features 

in the highly textured bedrock influence the filling and spilling of small depressions and 

resultant threshold flow), and 3) Vertical loss to the permeable bedrock is large (up to 

35% of the precipitation input) and delays lateral flow initiation and reduces lateral flow 

amount.   

Here we take the dominant processes revealed by Graham et al. (this issue) and 

apply the dominant processes modeling concept of Grayson and Blöschl (2000) to 

construct, test and use a macroscale rainfall-runoff model for the Maimai hillslope. 

Within this philosophy, only the dominant flow processes, namely the three listed above 

from Graham et al. (this issue) are incorporated into the model structure.  This is 
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motivated by the difficulty in modeling all the complex and heterogeneous hydrological 

processes at a given site, in terms of parameter and process identification, and the 

computational limitations to such descriptions.  The dominant processes approach is also 

motivated by the common finding that only a small number of processes may dominate 

hillslope flow and transport at the hillslope scale. We translate these processes into a 

simple, low dimensional conceptual mathematical model. This follows similar model 

development work at Maimai and elsewhere (e.g. Seibert and McDonnell, 2002; Son and 

Sivapalan, 2007) where only the most important factors are described in the model 

structure. (e.g. Weiler and McDonnell, 2007), or the model is built with enough 

flexibility so that the structure can be updated with new information in an iterative 

fashion (e.g. Fenicia et al., 2008; Vache and McDonnell, 2006).  In this way the 

experimentalist works directly with the modeler, both in the experimental design to 

determine the dominant flow processes, and in model design to accurately implement the 

experimental findings. 

We evaluate our new model using a multiple objective criteria framework (Gupta 

et al., 1998) incorporating extensive hydrometric and tracer data available from at 

Maimai site.  Most importantly, we then use this new model as a learning tool to shed 

new light on whole-hillslope threshold responses to storm rainfall. Analysis of long term 

data records of flow at several field sites around the world has shown that this hillslope 

threshold response (i.e. the non-linear discharge response to precipitation) is a 

fundamental constitutive relation in hydrology  (Buttle et al., 2004; Mosley, 1979; Peters 

et al., 1995; Weiler et al., 2006; Whipkey, 1965).  This relationship can be expressed as a 

simple function with two variables: 

( )TQ a P P= −  (1) 

where Q is storm total hillslope discharge, a is the slope of the excess precipitation / 

discharge line, P is storm total precipitation and PT is the precipitation threshold.  The 

controls on the precipitation threshold and the slope of the excess precipitation / 

discharge line are not known.  Both have been sown to vary with field site, possibly due 

to geologic and geometric catchment characteristics (Tromp-van Meerveld and 

McDonnell, 2006b; Uchida et al., 2005).  Additionally environmental factors such as 

antecedent moisture conditions have been hypothesized to influence the threshold (Tani, 
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1997; Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell, 2006a).  The nature and balance of the 

relative controls remains unclear and unresolved. 

We use our new model to test alternative hypotheses of watershed scale threshold 

response to storm rainfall.  In the “fill and spill” hypothesis subsurface storage at the base 

of the soil profile must be filled to connect the upslope areas with the base of the hillslope 

(Spence and Woo, 2002; Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell, 2006b).  Alternatively, in 

the “soil moisture deficit” hypothesis unrequited storage in the soil profile must be filled 

before flow is initiated before lateral subsurface flow is initiated.  The soil moisture 

deficit is supported by an apparent change in the threshold under different antecedent 

moisture conditions. (Tani, 1997; Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell, 2006b)  Despite 

numerous observations of the threshold behavior in headwater watershed discharge 

records, the dominant controls and relative influence of fill and spill and soil moisture 

deficit factors on the threshold response to precipitation remains poorly understood. 

While things like storm spacing, intensity and duration effects, and evaporative demands 

may be able to be extracted from a long headwater flow record (where storms of different 

sizes but similar properties of intensity, duration, storm spacing etc…) the effects of the 

geologic factors such as the bedrock permeability or roughness are largely impossible to 

discern due to the high variability and uncertainty of these subsurface processes within 

and between catchments.  We use our model as a learning tool to explore how subsurface 

processes represented in our model structure may link to those properties that can be 

extracted from a long terms data record, such as the threshold for initiation of storm 

runoff, and the relationship between the excess precipitation and runoff. 

 

3.2. Study site and model development 

3.2.1. Site physical and process description 
We use the experimental work of Graham et al. (this issue) at the Maimai 

Experimental Catchments as the basis for model development and the virtual experiments 

aimed at understanding the controls on thresholds. The Maimai Experimental 

Catchments, South Island, New Zealand, have been a site of continuing hydrological 

research for over 30 years (see review in McGlynn et al., 2002).  While isotopic work has 
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shown that the majority of hillslope discharge and streamflow at Maimai is pre-event 

water stored for weeks to months, (McDonnell, 1990; Mosley, 1979; Pearce et al., 1986; 

Sklash et al., 1986) tracer experiments have demonstrated the ability of the hillslopes to 

rapidly transmit quantities of applied water at great velocities over long distances. 

(Brammer, 1996; Mosley, 1979; Mosley, 1982)  Graham et al. (this issue) showed that 

lateral preferential flow is confined to the soil bedrock interface where flow velocities are 

very high (up to 5.6 m/s), routed by the bedrock topography and modulated by storage on 

the bedrock surface.  The preferential flow paths seen at the soil bedrock interface have 

been shown to be well connected upslope for distances up to 8 m, and appear to be 

stationary in time and space Graham et al. (this issue).  The bedrock, while previously 

considered effectively impermeable (McDonnell, 1990, pg. 2821; Mosley, 1979, pg. 

795), has been shown to be semi-permeable, with bedrock hydraulic conductivity on the 

order of 2.8 - 8.3E-7 m/s, leading to the potential of substantial flowpaths through the 

bedrock.  Overland flow has not been observed at this site except in limited areas near the 

stream channel.  Vertical preferential flow from the soil surface to depth during extreme 

events has been hypothesized to occur in vertical cracks seen throughout the catchment 

dissecting the soil profile (McDonnell, 1990; Graham et al., this issue).  Mixing of old 

and new water is thought to occur in both the soil column as well as in transient 

groundwater that forms at the soil bedrock interface, leading very low amounts of new 

water observed in trench discharge and streamflow. (Pearce et al., 1986; Sklash et al., 

1986) 

3.2.2. Description of the numerical model 
The numerical model (called MaiModel) was built to incorporate the dominant 

processes that control subsurface flow at the Maimai hillslope as described by Graham et 

al. (this issue).  Key components of MaiModel are 

• Preferential flow pathways are connected, and located at the soil bedrock 

interface. 

• Lateral subsurface travel velocities are high. 

• Subsurface storage on the bedrock surface is explicitly designated. 

• The bedrock is permeable. 
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• During high rainfall and/or saturated conditions rainfall can bypass the soil 

profile to depth. 

In general terms, MaiModel consists of two reservoir types, soil storage and 

bedrock pool storage, which are fully distributed across the model domain.   Two bulk 

reservoirs are included for system losses of evapotranspiration and bedrock leakage.  

Water is transmitted vertically from the soil surface, through the soil storage reservoir to 

the bedrock pool reservoir, with no lateral communication between soil reservoirs.  

Lateral subsurface flow is restricted to flow along the bedrock surface among the bedrock 

pools, consistent with the current experimental evidence of water routing at the soil 

bedrock interface.  Bedrock leakage is controlled by water table height, and there is no 

reemergence of water once it has percolated into the bedrock.  Evapotranspiration is 

driven by a set potential evaporation rate, and controlled by soil moisture. 

3.2.3. Model structure 
In MaiModel precipitation is split into transpiration losses and soil reservoir 

recharge.  A map of tree locations by Woods and Rowe (unpublished data, 1996) was 

used to identify areas of interception.  Interception rates are based on published values 

from a similar aged radiata pine (Pinus radiata) forest, showing an interception rate of 

38% under the canopy. (Putuhena and Cordery, 2000)  Interception was confined to areas 

of crown cover, which were estimated as the area within 3 m of the tree stems. 

Throughfall enters each soil reservoir and is fully mixed with pre-event soil 

moisture, following Weiler and McDonnell (2007) and Vache and McDonnell (2006).  

Assuming a unit head gradient, vertical drainage to the bedrock pool reservoir (Qsoil) is 

equal to the soil relative hydraulic conductivity, using the (Brooks and Corey, 

1964)formula: 

soil soilQ k AS β=  (2) 

where ksoil is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, A is the grid cell area, β is the Brooks 

and Corey exponent determined by the soil texture, and S is dimensionless water content: 

r

s r

S
θ θ
θ θ

−=
−

 (3) 
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where θ is water content, and θr and θs are the residual and saturated water content, 

respectively.  S is restricted to a range between zero and one.  Qsoil = 0 if θ is less than θr.  

Water drains vertically from the soil elements to bedrock pool elements, and does not 

drain downslope into adjacent soil elements. 

Neither infiltration overland flow nor saturation excess overland flow has been 

observed on the side slopes of the Maimai catchment, even during high intensity 

irrigation experiments. (McGlynn et al., 2002)  Bypass flow via sub-vertical fractures in 

the soil has been hypothesized as a mechanism for rapid water transport to depth. 

(McDonnell, 1990; Mosley, 1979; Woods and Rowe, 1996)  Flow along these fractures 

was also observed in the irrigation experiments at very high irrigation rates. (Graham et 

al., this issue)  If θ is greater than the soil pore volume, bypass flow to the bedrock pool 

is initiated by: 

θ−= soilbypass fzQ  (4) 

where f is the porosity, zsoil is the soil depth, and θ is the water volume in the reservoir.  

In this way, θ is restricted to within the available porosity. 

Evaporation from the soil reservoir is computed similarly to Seibert (1997)  

  ( )ET PET tod S=   (5) 

where S is the dimensionless water content and PET(tod) is potential evaporation, defined 

as  

( ) 














 −=
24

2
2sin todPETtodPET daily π  (6) 

where PETdaily is the daily potential evaporation rate, tod is the Julian time of day.  

Evaporation depends on the soil reservoir water content, and is not constant across the 

domain temporally or spatially.  We assume that PET peaks at 14:00 hr and reaches a 

minimum at 02:00 hr of each day. 

Water drains from the soil element to pools of set volume on the bedrock surface.  

Water in the pool will either drain into the bedrock or be routed downslope along the 

bedrock to adjacent bedrock pools, following the fill and spill hypothesis of. (Tromp-van 

Meerveld and McDonnell, 2006b)  All pools are connected, and flow routing is based on 

topography, with lateral subsurface flow (QLSS) split between the (up to) eight adjacent 
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downslope elements, weighted by downslope gradient following the M8 flow routing 

algorithm Quinn et al. (1991). 

Lateral subsurface flow (QLSS) is governed using the Dupuit - Forchheimer 

assumption for a sloping aquifer. (Freeze and Cherry, 1979)  QLSS is a function of the grid 

element width (w), local gradient (s), the lateral hydraulic conductivity kLSS, and the 

volume of stored water (Spool) greater than the subsurface storage volume (Vpool): 

( )LSS LSS pool poolQ wsk S V= −  (7) 

As per field measurement of infiltration into the bedrock at the site, (Graham et 

al., this issue) bedrock leakage is a function of water table height and a bedrock leakage 

coefficient (cbedrock) and grid element cross sectional area (A): 

bedrock bedrock poolQ c S A=  (8) 

The tracer is injected into the soil elements as point injections and fully mixed in 

the soil and bedrock pool reservoirs.  Tracer fluxes are limited to advective transport 

vertically between soil and bedrock pool elements, and laterally between bedrock pool 

elements.  While tracer can percolate into the bedrock, no tracer is lost to 

evapotranspiration.  

3.2.4. Multiple criteria model calibration  
We used a multiple criteria model calibration to determine which parameter sets 

produced behavioral models, models that acceptably reprodced aspects of the system 

behavior (Beven and Freer, 2001).  We capitalize on two extensive data sets from field 

campaigns at the site for model parameterization and calibration.  Woods and Rowe 

(1996) built a 1 m grid DEM survey consisting of 755 survey points over an area of 2830 

m2, which was used in the model for flow routing.  In addition, the interception module is 

based on a map of tree locations by Woods and Rowe (unpublished data, 1996).  For 65 

days beginning March 10, 1995, (Brammer, 1996) monitored hillslope discharge at the 

trench system built by Woods and Rowe (1996).  A larger section of hillslope is modeled 

than drains into the collection trench, to minimize edge effects.  In addition to monitoring 

hillslope discharge, Brammer (1996) added a Br- tracer 35 m upslope of the trench as a 

20 m wide line source injected directly into the soil profile 0.1 m below the soil surface 

(Figure 3.1).  Precipitation, hillslope discharge and tracer breakthrough were monitored at 
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the trench for 45 days after tracer application.  Rainfall and trench discharge were 

recorded in 10 minute intervals, while tracer breakthrough at the trench was measured in 

grab samples during and between storms.  Reanalysis of the Brammer (1996) tracer 

concentrations and trench discharge show that 15% of the tracer was recovered over 45 

days, and the runoff ratio for the duration of the monitoring was 21%.  The tracer 

breakthrough and trench hydrograph time series were used for model calibration.  For 

more details about the hillslope gauging system, see Woods and Rowe (1996).  For more 

details on the tracer injection, see (McGlynn et al., 2002). 

MaiModel was calibrated using a Monte Carlo analysis with multiple criteria 

including hydrometric and tracer breakthrough data.  Using the 40 day Brammer (1996) 

hyetograph as input, 10,000 simulations were run with five model parameters varied in 

calibration: soil hydraulic conductivity (ksoil), bedrock leakage coefficient (cbedrock), lateral 

hydraulic conductivity (kLSS), active pore space ((θs−θr)*z, factive), and the subsurface 

storage volume (Vpool).  Changing the residual water content, field capacity water 

contents and soil depth had the same impact on the active pore space, so one factor, θr, 

was chosen for calibration.  The active pore space is presented as the variable in further 

analysis.  Monte Carlo analyses were performed varying each parameter randomly across 

ranges of 0 – 1,000% of field measurements or the physically possible range, to ensure 

that the entire parameter space was interrogated.  Field parameter measurements and 

ranges used in the model calibration are presented in Table 1. 

The second subset of model parameters was assigned to field measurements due 

to either parameter uncertainty or model insensitivity.  A spatially detailed soil depth map 

was unavailable, so soil depth was set at the average uniform soil depth for the modeled 

domain.  While modeling variations in soil depths has been shown to be important for 

prediction of hillslope dynamics at other field sites (e. g. Tromp – van Meerveld & 

Weiler, submitted), previous work at Maimai has indicated that the soil surface and 

bedrock surface topography are similar at the hillslope scale, and the soil depth is 

relatively uniform across the hillslope (Woods and Rowe, 1997). In preliminary 

calibration runs, MaiModel was found to be insensitive to the Brooks and Corey moisture 

release coefficient (β), so it was set at a value appropriate for the silt loam soil texture 

measured in the field (Carsel and Parrish, 1988).  As mentioned above, porosity, residual 
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and field capacity water contents are interrelated with respect to model function, so 

residual water content was set as a variable during the calibration, and the porosity and 

field capacity water content were set to field measured values (from McDonnell, 1990).  

No measurements of PET were available at the site for the time of record.  At the nearby 

town of Reefton (10 km northwest of the hillslope), a measured evaporation rate of 714 

mm/year has been reported (Baker and Hawke, 2007).  The model parameter PETdaily
 was 

set to 6 mm/day to result in a modeled evaporation rate of 714 mm/year (1.95 mm/day). 

Model performance with respect to the hillslope discharge hydrograph was 

assessed by the Nash Sutcliffe (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) efficiency factor (E): 

( )
( )∑

∑
−
−

−=
oo

mo

QQ

QQ
E 1  (9) 

where Qo is observed discharge and Qm is modeled discharge.  An E value greater than 0 

indicates the modeled results fit measured discharge better than the mean discharge.  An 

E of 1.0 is a perfect fit.  For calibration purposes, an E of over 0.8 was considered an 

acceptable fit.  E calculations were made for six subsets of the time series, including the 

entire 40 days after tracer application, and for the five largest storms of the data record 

(storms B1 – B5).  Only parameter sets with acceptable E for both the 40 day record and 

each individual storm were considered behavioral. 

Due to temporally irregular measurements of tracer breakthrough at the hillslope, 

model tracer breakthrough was compared on a storm by storm basis from the Brammer 

(1996) monitoring.  Both the spatial pattern of tracer breakthrough along the trench face 

and storm cumulative breakthrough were compared for each of the five recorded storms.  

Parameter sets with correlation coefficient greater than 0.8 for both the spatial and 

temporal breakthrough comparisons were considered acceptable.  Cumulative tracer 

breakthrough for the 40 day time series was also used as a model evaluation criterion.  

Due to uncertainties in tracer recovery, modeled tracer recovery of within 2.5% of 

measured values was considered acceptable.  After Monte Carlo calibration, the 

parameter sets meeting all criteria were analyzed, and the model run with the highest 

minimum storm E was chosen for additional virtual experiments. 
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3.2.5. Virtual experiment design 
All virtual experiments were performed using a rainfall time series with multiple 

replications of storm B5 (April 26 through April 27, 1995) from the calibration 

hyetograph as input.  Storm B5 was chosen for the virtual experiments due to its 

moderate size, variable intensity, and the relatively good model fit from calibration.  This 

50.6 mm storm had a duration of 24 hours, average intensity of 2.1 mm/hr, and maximum 

10 minute (60 minute) intensity of 30 (11.8) mm/hr occuring 70 (240) minutes after the 

start of the storm.  This storm was chosen for the virtual experiments as it was the largest 

of the five storms monitored after tracer application and exhibited the highest rainfall 

intensity.  Measured discharge was 23.0 mm (runoff ratio = 44%), with peak discharge of 

3.4 mm/hr, 400 minutes after the start of the storm.  The hyetograph and hydrograph were 

skewed to the left (skew = 3.4 and 2.9 respectively).  87.2 and 87.4 mm rainfall fell in the 

previous 7 and 14 days.  Analysis of 2 years of precipition records at the site (from 

McDonnell et al., 2009) indicates that this storm falls in the upper 25% and 5% of storms 

with respect to rainfall total precipitation and average intensity, respectively.  The 

calibrated model had an efficiency of  0.95 for this storm.   

To allow for the impact of antecedent moisture conditions in the virtual 

experiment hyetographs, storm B5 was replicated 9 times, bracketed between 1 to 21 

days antecedent drainage time before each replication.  With the soil reservoirs initially 

set at saturation, the rainfall time series consisted of 10 days drainage followed by the B5 

hyetograph.  The B5 hyetograph was then repeated 9 times with 1, 1, 3, 3, 5, 7, 7, 14 and 

21 days drainage between storms (storms V1-V9).  The model was run with the virtual 

experiment hyetograph 11 times, with the total storm precipitation scaled by a factor of 

0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9, 1, 1.1, 1.5, 2, 5 and 10 (5-506 mm per event).  Total storm 

precipitation was scaled by altering the duration of the storm to reach the desired total 

storm rainfall amount.  For events smaller than the base case storm (50.6 mm), the 

rainfall ceased once the desired rainfall amount was reached.  For storms larger than the 

base case storm, the storm time series was repeated until the desired precipitation amount 

was reached.  Depending on the size (duration) of the virtual experiment events, the 

duration of the VE hyetograph ranged from 95 to 185 days.   
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For each simulation recorded output included water balace components 

(discharge, bedrock leakage, ET and soil moisture storage), and tracer fluxes.  Total event 

precipitation and total storm discharge were calculated, binned by antecedent moisture 

and plotted. The threshold and excess precipitation / discharge slope for the calibrated 

model were determined based on all storms with a runoff ratio greater than 1% using a 

least squares regression.  

For the virtual experiments that focused on the effect of fill and spill factors, only 

storm V5, with 3 day drainage was used for analysis.  The simulations with the scaled 

virtual experiment hyetographs were repeated while also scaling the two fill and spill 

parameters, bedrock permeability and subsurface storage volume.  Both bedrock 

permeability and subsurface storage volume were scaled by a factor of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.75, 

1, 1.5, 2, 5, and 10 (9 factors), and scaled concurrently, to create 81 simulations for each 

event size (11).  11 * 81 = 891 simulations were run covering the ranges of parameter 

values and event sizes.  The process used to determine the threshold and slope for the 

calibrated model was then repeated using model runs with the varied bedrock 

permeability and subsurface storage volumes for each storm (antecedent moisture).   

For soil moisture deficit experiments, the potential evaporation rate was varied, 

and the drainage time between storms from the virtual experiment hyetograph was 

analysed as the second variable.  The potential evaporation rate was scaled in a similar 

fasion as the fill and spill parameters (11 sets), and precipitation was scaled as before 

(nine hyetographs), resulting in 9*11 = 99 simulations.  

A final 3 sets of experiments tested the hypotheses that neither or both fill and 

spill or soil moisture deficit are the cause of the threshold.  In the first set of simulations 

cbedrock and Vpool were set to zero, eliminating the fill and spill mechanism of threshold 

development.  In the second set of simulations, PETdaily was set to zero, eliminating the 

soil moisture deficit mechanism.  In a final set of simulations, PETdaily, cbedrock and Vpool 

were set to zero, to determine if a third mechanism beyond “fill and spill” and “soil 

moisture deficit” could be responsible for the thresholds. 
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3.3. Results  

3.3.1. Multi-criteria model calibration  
The calibrated model was able to reproduce both the hydrometric and tracer 

response to precipitation.  The calibrated model fit the measured hydrograph well, at both 

the 40 day and individual event time scale (Figure 3.2).  While the smaller events were 

generally overpredicted, the large events were well modeled.  The hydrograph recessions 

were generally underpredicted, with the model exhibiting a faster recession than that 

measured.  Peak discharge for each event was well represented. 

Our 9 calibration objective criteria provided different levels of model 

discrimination (Table 3.2, Figure 3.3).  The hydrographs and cumulative tracer 

breakthrough were effective in reducing the number of acceptable parameter sets, 

reducing the total number of behavioral parameter sets between 96 – 99%.  The spatial 

and temporal tracer breakthroughs were not as effective at parameter range reduction.  Of 

the 10,000 model runs, 294 (2.9%) parameter sets led to acceptable model fits of trench 

discharge during the entire 40 day record (where an acceptable fit was a Nash-Sutcliffe 

efficiency (E) greater than 0.8).  The best fit parameter set had an E of 0.95.  For storms 

B1, B3, B4 and B5, a similar number of model runs (parameter sets) were found to be 

acceptable (260 - 416 (2.6-4.2%)), with maximum E of 0.97 – 0.98.  Fewer parameter 

sets led to acceptable model fits of storm B2, (E > 0.8 for 102 (1.0%) parameter sets), 

though a maximum E of 0.97 was obtained.  300 (3.0%) model runs had between 11.5 

and 16.5% (+- 2.5% of measured) of tracer breakthrough during the flow time series.  

The Brammer (1996) experimental tracer temporal and spatial breakthrough were 

reproduced by a minority of parameter sets; 1462 (14.6%) correctly modeled temporal 

tracer breakthrough, while 4827 (48.3%) correctly modeled the spatial breakthrough. 

Of the 10,000 parameter sets, 13 (0.1%) met all nine calibration criteria.  Four 

criteria (storms 1, 2, and 3, and the cumulative tracer breakthrough) were sufficient to 

determine the final group of acceptable parameter sets.  Of the 294 simulations that 

modeled the entire 40 day trench hydrograph acceptably, 39 (13%) modeled all 5 storms 

acceptably.  All parameter sets that had an acceptable fit for the five individual storms 

also adequately represented the 40 day hydrograph.  Of the 39 simulations with 
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acceptable fit for all storms, 13 (33%) had modeled the cumulative tracer breakthrough 

adequately. 

3.3.2. Examination of parameter uncertainty within the calibrated runs 
Each objective criterion served to reduce the range of each model parameter 

(Table 2).  To compare the reduction in the uncertainty of each parameter after each 

objective criterion, the ratio of the parameter values in behavioral models to the range of 

the initial parameter distribution was computed.  A ratio of 100% for a given parameter 

and objective criterion indicates the criterion did not reduce the uncertainty in the 

parameter, while a ratio of 10% indicates the parameter is restricted to 10% of the initial 

range for behavioral models. The initial range of the five calibrated parameters was set to 

0 - 1,000% the measured value (in the case of bedrock leakage coefficient and soil 

hydraulic conductivity), the range physically possible (drainable porosity) or over a wider 

range than produced behavioral model runs (lateral subsurface flow coefficient, and 

subsurface storage volume).  These values are relative as the initial parameter ranges 

chosen were different for each parameter, generally spanning the range observed in the 

field (ksoil, cbedrock, kLSS), the range of physically possible values (factive), and the range 

possible determined through pre-experiment sensitivity analysis (Vpool).  Nevertheless, 

they serve as a method to determine the relative strength of each objective criterion to 

reduce parameter uncertainty.   

The amount of parameter uncertainty reduced by each objective criterion varied 

for each parameter (Table 3.2, Figure 3.3).  In the case of the active porosity, parameter 

sets that led to acceptably modeled tracer fluxes sampled from the entire initial range.  

Parameter sets that acceptably modeled the 40 day and individual hydrographs, however, 

reduced the range of drainable porosity from 47 – 68%.  Soil hydraulic conductivity, on 

the other hand, was insensitive to all of the objective criteria.  While relatively few 

parameter sets resulted in acceptable cumulative tracer breakthrough (3.0%), this 

objective did little to reduce the uncertainty for any of the calibrated parameters except 

the bedrock leakage coefficient (43.6%).  Using only the 13 parameter sets that fit all 

criteria, the parameter uncertainty was significantly reduced (35.9 – 62.6%) for all 

parameters except the soil hydraulic conductivity (3.7%). 
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Of the 13 parameter sets deemed behavioral for all objective criteria, one was 

chosen as the base case for the virtual experiments.  The 13 parameter sets that met all of 

the model evaluation criteria were then ranked according to their goodness of fit to each 

of the objective criteria.  The parameter set with the highest average rank was chosen for 

the virtual experiments.  For the best fit parameter set, model efficiency for the five 

storms ranged from 0.92 (storm B2) – 0.97 (storm B5), with a 40 day efficiency of 0.95.  

Modeled cumulative tracer breakthrough was within 2% of the measured value.  Modeled 

spatial and temporal patterns of tracer breakthrough all fell in acceptable ranges.  Best fit 

parameter values were close to measured values.  The drainable porosity was 0.1 m3/m3 

(compared to 0.05 m3/m3 measured in the field (McDonnell, 1990)), bedrock leakage 

coefficient, 4.25 E-5 1/s (compared to 2.63 E-5 1/s reported by Graham et al., this issue) 

and lateral hydraulic conductivity, 7.1E-3 m/s (compared to 2.1E-3 – 5.6E-3 m/s 

observed in the field).  Soil hydraulic conductivity was calibrated to 2.67E-4 m/s, nearly 

an order of magnitude greater than observed values between 2.7 E-6 – 8.3E-5 m/s 

(Mosley 1979).  The average subsurface storage volume (1.7 mm) was not measured in 

the field.   

3.3.3. Virtual experiments with the calibrated model 

3.3.3.1. Base case parameterization 
Using the base case model parameterization, the 11 scaled virtual experiment 

hyetographs were applied, with storm totals precipitation ranging from 5 – 506 mm (for 

an example set of hydrographs, see Figure 3.4).  For the scaled realizations of storm V5, 

with 3 days antecedent drainage, total discharge ranged from 0 – 272.7 mm (runoff ratio 

= 0 – 57%).  Trench flow was not observed for the 2 smallest events (5 and 10.1 mm 

rainfall), while the 25 mm storm yielded 3.6 mm of trench discharge (runoff ratio = 

14%).  Therefore a threshold for lateral subsurface stormflow appeared to exist between 

10 – 25 mm.  Total storm discharge increased linearly (R2 = 0.999) after the threshold, 

with a slope of 0.59 mm discharge / mm precipitation.  The calculated threshold, equal to 

the x axis intercept, was 17.7 mm precipitation.  In the analysis below, the threshold 

refers to the x axis intercept (reported in mm rainfall), and the slope is the slope of the 

excess precipitation / discharge line (reported in mm discharge / mm precipitation). 
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3.3.3.2. Soil moisture deficit 
For the application of the virtual experiment hyetograph using the base case 

parameterization and the base case storm (B5, 50.6 mm), total storm discharge was 

dependent on the antecedent drainage time.  Total storm hillslope discharge decreased 

from 23.5 to 0.0 mm (runoff ratios decreased from 46 to 0%) for the storms with between 

1 and 21 days of antecedent drainage (Table 3).  For the simulated storm (V1) with the 

shortest antecedent drainage, 1 day, the water balance was split between discharge (23.5 

mm or 46%), bedrock leakage (26.4 mm or 52%), evaporation (10.9 mm or 22%).  The 

soil storage reservoir acted as a source for the additional water for all simulations, as soil 

moisture storage decreased from event to event. For the storm (V5) with 3 days 

antecedent drainage (the average time between storms at Maimai, as deduced from the 

long term data record), discharge decreased to 18.2 mm (36%), along with bedrock 

leakage to 23.7 mm (27%).  Evaporation increased (15.9 mm or 32%), and the soil 

storage reservoir again acted as a source for the additional water.  For the storm with 21 

days antecedent drainage time (V9), longer than any observed at Maimai in the 2 year 

data record, (McDonnell et al., in review) discharge was reduced to 0 mm (0%), and 

bedrock leakage to 5.2 mm (10%).  Evaporation increased to 64.4 mm (129%).  For the 

storms with long antecedent drainage times, rainfall went to filling soil storage and then 

lost to evaporation.  For storms with shorter antecedent drainage times, soil moisture 

deficit was quickly filled and precipitation was routed to the bedrock surface and lost to 

hillslope discharge and bedrock leakage. 

The rainfall threshold for producing subsurface stormflow for storm V5 (3 days 

antecedent drainage) was 17.7 mm (Figure 3.5).  Calculated thresholds for the other 

events (time between events) ranged from 9.1 (1 day antecedent drainage) to 60.8 mm 

(21 days antecedent drainage) (Table 4).  The threshold was linearly related to the time 

between storms (Figure 3.6) of the form  

( )9.7 2.5T drain
mmP mm t day= +  (10) 

(R2 = 0.984).  The slope appeared independent of the time between events, varying from 

0.56 – 0.57 mm / mm (Figure 3.7).  The 11 virtual experiment hyetographs were then run 

with the potential evaporation rate scaled between 10 and 1,000% of the calibration value 
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of 6 mm/day (0.6 – 60 mm / day).  For the following virtual experiments we will focus on 

storm V5, with 3 days antecedent drainage, as similar patterns were seen for all events.   

As the potential evaporation rate was increased, actual modeled evaporation 

increased, and pre-event soil moisture decreased.  These losses were balanced by a 

decrease in both discharge and bedrock leakage.  Varying the potential evaporation rate, 

the total storm hillslope discharge fell from a high of 23.0 mm (45%) at low PET (0.6 

mm/hr) to a base case 18.2 mm (36%) and a low of 0 mm (0%) at very high PET (60 

mm/hr).  Bedrock leakage also fell from 30.2 mm (59%) to 23.8 mm (45%) to 0 mm for 

the low PET, base case parameterization and high PET simulations, respectively.  

Evaporation rates increased concurrently, from a low of 1.6 mm (3%) to a base case of 

15.9 (32%) to a high of 77.4 (155%).  Once the PET increased above 200% of the base 

case (>12 mm / hr), evaporative losses from the soil profile were greater than the total 

storm precipitation, leading to a progressively depleted soil moisture profile, and 

providing a water source for the high evaporation rates.  For the simulations with high 

potential evaporation rates, rainfall went to filling soil storage and then lost to 

evaporation.  For simulations with lower potential evaporation rates, soil moisture deficit 

was quickly filled and precipitation was routed to the bedrock surface and lost to hillslope 

discharge and bedrock leakage. 

The precipitation / discharge threshold and the slope of the excess precipitation / 

discharge line for the soil moisture deficit virtual experiments were calculated in the 

same way as above, and only the summary results are presented here.  For the calibrated 

PET (6 mm / day), the precipitation discharge threshold for the 3 day drainage event is 

17.7 mm, as before, and reached an upper bound of 104.8 mm (PET = 60 mm/day) and 

lower bound of 12.4 mm (PET = 0.6 mm) (Figure 3.6).  The slope of the excess 

precipitation discharge line decreased with increasing PET, from an upper limit of 0.62 

mm / mm (PET = 0.6 mm/day) to a lower limit of 0.21 mm / mm (PET = 60 mm/day) 

(Figure 3.7).  For simulations with no evaporation (PET = 0), the threshold for event 5 

was 11.8 mm and the slope 0.62 mm / mm.  For event 5, the threshold for initiation of 

hillslope discharge is positively linearly correlated with the potential evaporation rate (R2 

= 0.996), of the form  
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1.111.4T

mm
P mm PET mm

day

 
= +  

 
 (11) 

The slope of the excess precipitation discharge line (a) was also linearly correlated with 

PET (R2 = 0.999) of the form  

0.63 0.007
mm

mm mma PETmm mm
day

 
 = −
 
 

 (12) 

Our analysis suggests that the effects of PET and the time between events are 

multiplicative (Figure 3.8, Table 3.4).  The minimum threshold (5.8 mm) occurred with 

minimum antecedent drainage and minimum PET.  The maximum threshold (240 mm) 

occurred with the maximum antecedent drainage and maximum PET.  The product of 

PET and the antecedent drainage time (a measure of the total potential evaporative 

demand before the event) was positively correlated with the modeled threshold 

( )12.2 0.35T drain
mmP mm t PET mm= +  (13) 

The slope of the excess precipitation / discharge line was solely correlated with PET 

(Equation 12), with antecedent drainage time having no effect. 

3.3.3.3. Fill and spill 
To determine the influence of fill and spill factors on the precipitation discharge 

relationship threshold, the bedrock leakage coefficient and subsurface storage volumes 

were varied using the same factors as the PET experiments.  Again, event V5, with 3 

days antecedent drainage, was used for the analysis.  For simulations where the bedrock 

leakage coefficient was increased, bedrock leakage increased while hillslope discharge 

decreased.  Due to the physical disconnect between the soil profile and the bedrock in the 

model structure, changing the bedrock permeability did not impact either soil moisture 

storage or evaporation rates.  At the lowest simulated value of the bedrock leakage 

coefficient (10% the calibrated value), leakage to bedrock was 11.9 mm (24%), while 

hillslope discharge was 35.8 mm (71%).  The remainder of the water balance was 

composed of evaporation and decreased subsurface storage in the bedrock pools.  For the 

base case parameterization, leakage into the bedrock accounted for 23.7 mm (47%), 

discharge for 18.2 mm (36%).  For the high permeability scenario (bedrock leakage 
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coefficient was 1,000% base case), leakage accounted for 37.8 mm (75%), while 

discharge was 0.6 mm (1%).  The simulations with varied subsurface storage volumes 

showed a similar pattern, with increasing bedrock leakage (15.6 mm (31%); 23.7 mm 

(47%); 38.6 mm (77%)), and decreasing hillslope discharge (27.8 mm (55%); 18.2 mm 

(36%); 0 mm (0%)) for the low storage, base case calibrated value and high storage 

cases.  Evaporation and changes in subsurface storage between events made up the 

remaining 14 – 23%.  For simulations with no subsurface storage, the threshold was 6.45 

mm and the slope 0.70 mm / mm, while for simulations with no bedrock leakage, the 

threshold was 6.45 mm and the slope 0.95 mm / mm.   

The threshold for flow increased nonlinearly with increased cbedrock and Vpool, 

while the slope of the excess precipitation / discharge line decreased linearly with both 

(Table 3.5).  Analysis of varying the two parameters shows that the threshold (slope) 

varied from a maximum (minimum) of 59.2 mm (0.0002 mm / mm) for the highest 

values of bedrock leakage coefficient and subsurface storage volumes to a minimum 

(maximum) of 6.45 mm (0.91 mm / mm) for the simulations with no leakage or 

subsurface storage (Table 3.5).  While both parameters impacted storm response, the 

bedrock leakage coefficient seemed to have more impact on the slope, while the 

subsurface storage volume had more impact on the threshold.  A similar pattern of 

bedrock leakage coefficient and subsurface pool storage influence on the precipitation / 

discharge relationship was seen in the other events, with different antecedent moisture 

conditions. 

3.3.3.4. Alternative hypotheses 
Finally, a set of simulations was run to determine if there was a third alternative 

for the thresholds beyond fill and spill and soil moisture deficit (hypothesis 4).  With the 

potential evaporation rate, bedrock permeability and subsurface storage volumes set to 

zero, the virtual experiment hyetographs were run.  For event 5, there was flow for all 

simulations, and the projected threshold was 0 mm.  The slope of the precipitation / 

discharge line was 1.00 mm discharge / mm precipitation.  A similar lack of threshold 

and identical slope was seen for the other events.  These results suggest that the threshold 

was due entirely to the fill and spill and soil moisture deficit factors, and the slope 

approaches unity as these factors are reduced. 
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3.3.4. Thresholds at the watershed scale:  
The newfound relationship between the soil moisture deficit and fill and spill factors and 

the precipitation / discharge threshold was tested against two long term data records.  The 

first was from 3.8 ha watershed nearby the modeled hillslope.  Analysis of the 

precipitation discharge relationship at this catchment, which has similar geology (bedrock 

leakage and subsurface storage) and climatic conditions (antecedent drainage time and 

PET) should provide a test for the fill and spill and soil moisture deficit correlated 

threshold relationship seen in the virtual experiments.  The second test was for a set of 

watersheds at the H.J. Andrews experimental forest (HJA), ranging from 8-101 ha.  The 

HJA will be a stronger test of the soil moisture deficit factors due to the higher antecedent 

drainage times for events towards the end of the summer season.  

3.3.4.1. M8 Catchment, Maimai, New Zealand 
Upstream of the instrumented hillslope described by (Graham et al., this issue) 

and used for numerical modeling in this paper is the first order, 3.8 ha M8 watershed.  

The watershed was gauged for nearly 30 years (1974 – 2003) and a subset of the data 

record (1985-1986) was used for watershed scale threshold analysis.  Evapotranspiration 

was estimated during this period by estimation using a temperature index model 

(McDonnell et al., submitted).  

For the analysis, the two year M8 hyetograph was split into 140 storm events.  A 

storm event was defined as a precipitation event greater than 1 mm, preceded by 24 hours 

of less than 1 mm rain.  Storm runoff was defined as the rise in stream discharge above 

baseflow (streamflow at the initiation of the rain event) from the initiation of the event 

until the beginning of the next event.  Total storm precipitation during the two years of 

monitoring was 4437.5 mm, with individual event precipitation ranging from 1.1 to 220.1 

mm, with an average storm size of 30.7 mm (Figure 3.9).  Total storm runoff for the 

monitored time period was 1916.5 mm, where individual event storm runoff ranging from 

0 to 109.5 mm, with an average of 13.7 mm.  During the monitoring, the average time 

between storms was 3.2 days and the maximum was 17.2 days.  Estimated PET averaged 

2.4 mm / day, with a maximum 60 minute rate of 9.3 mm / day.  The product of the 

antecedent drainage time and estimated PET ranged from 0 to 45.6 mm, with an average 

of 7.1 mm.  Predicted discharge was calculated for each storm using 4 methods: the soil 
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moisture deficit dependent thresholds, the bulk annual threshold, the annual storm runoff 

ratio (43%), and the average storm runoff ratio (64%). 

When applying the model derived soil moisture deficit threshold relationship, 

storm flow was predicted at the M8 watershed using equations 12 and 13, assuming the 

calibrated fill and spill factors (cbedrock, Vpool) from the hillslope were constant between 

sites.  The root mean square error (RMSE) of the measured vs. modeled discharge was 

6.2 mm, and total storm runoff of 1837 mm for the 141 monitored storms over 2 years 

(96% of the measured storm runoff).  Using measured slope (0.59) and threshold (8.5 

mm) from the lumped discharge / precipitation record resulted in a RMSE of 6.5 mm, and 

total storm runoff of 2030 mm (106%).  Using the annual measured storm runoff ratio to 

predict storm discharge led to a poorer fit, with a RMSE of 9.0 mm, though by definition, 

the total storm runoff was 1916 mm, or 100%.  Using the average storm runoff ratio 

yielded a higher RMSE (15.5 mm), and low total storm runoff (1109 mm, or 58%).   

 This site is assumed to have similar geology and environmental characteristics as 

the Woods and Rowe (1996) hillslope where MaiModel was calibrated.  Using the 

precipitation discharge relationship developed from the model, we were better able to 

predict both the individual storm discharge as well as the annual water balance than with 

any of the methods using analysis of the catchment discharge characteristics.  While the 

annual threshold analysis performed nearly as well, if this were an ungauged catchment, 

the data needed to develop the threshold relationship would not be available. 

3.3.4.2. H. J. Andrews, Oregon, USA 
 Further analysis of the watershed scale precipitation discharge threshold 

relationship was performed using the precipitation discharge record at the H. J. Andrews 

Experimental Forest (HJA) in western Oregon, USA.  At the HJA, continuous discharge 

and precipitation records have been maintained at ten watersheds, ranging from 9 to over 

100 ha for up to 50 years, though we do not have evaporation estimates for the duration.  

Of the ten gauged catchments, five (WS1, WS2, WS3, WS9 and WS10, from 9 – 101 ha) 

are at low enough elevation that their annual hydrographs are dominated by rainfall, 

rather than seasonal snowmelt.  WS1-3 have been gauged since 1958, while WS9-10 

have been gauged since 1969.  2246 (WS1-3) and 1718 (WS9-10) rainfall events were 

extracted from these records (storms begin when 1 mm rain falls, and end after 24 hours 
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of no precipitation), ranging up to 731 mm.  Storm runoff and total storm precipitation 

was extracted from the discharge record as per the M8 watershed procedure.  A plot of 

total storm precipitation vs. discharge shows little evidence of a threshold (Figure 3.10a).  

However, if the storms are binned according to the antecedent drainage time, a threshold 

appears to exist for events with larger than five days, and the threshold increases with 

increasing antecedent drainage time (Figure 3.10b & c).  The threshold appears to be 

consistent between the gauged catchments (~50 mm for greater than 5 days drainage, ~80 

for greater than 10 days drainage), despite the wide range of catchment sizes.   

While we were unable to determine the exact functional relationship between the 

soil moisture deficit factors (PET and antecedent drainage time) without estimates of the 

evaporation rates, this analysis shows that there is a clear influence of antecedent 

drainage time on the threshold.  The small apparent threshold for the short antecedent 

drainage events indicates that the fill and spill factors are relatively insignificant. 

 

3.4. Discussion 
We used the dominant processes concept of Grayson and Blöschl (2000) to 

construct a simple, reservoir based numerical model based on the Maimai hillslope.   The 

model, with simple unsaturated storage and flow conceptualization, was able to generally 

reproduce observed hydrometric and tracer behavior.  The calibrated model was able to 

reproduce the 40 day hydrograph, as well as each individual storm.  Additionally, the 

model was able to reproduce breakthrough of a line tracer application 35 m upslope – one 

characterized by both rapid initial breakthrough and extended hillslope discharge.  The 

model was also able to capture the precipitation / discharge threshold relationship 

observed in the data record.  The model was then used to determine the relative 

importance of fill and spill and soil moisture deficit factors on the threshold relationship.  

Below we highlight some of the issues associated with the calibration of the model, the 

results from the virtual experiments, and the application of the new understanding of 

threshold controls at the watershed scale, both at a nearby first order watershed and at a 

different set of watersheds ranging from 8.5-101 ha. 
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3.4.1. On the value of data for model construction and testing  
The model objective criteria that we used did not have equal strength in either 

limiting the range of individual parameters, or in reducing the number of behavioral 

parameter sets.  In general, the model criteria that were effective in reducing the range of 

individual parameters were also effective in reducing the number of behavioral parameter 

sets.  Of notable exception was the cumulative tracer breakthrough criterion.  While able 

to reject parameter sets (only 3% of the parameter sets acceptably met the criterion), it 

did little to reduce the range of acceptable individual parameters, except for the bedrock 

leakage coefficient (cbedrock).  While the ranges of most parameters were reduced through 

calibration, soil hydraulic conductivity was not, with acceptable models sampling from 

94% of the original parameter space.  The other parameters were well identified through 

calibration, with a reduction of the original parameter space by 56-86% (Table 2.1). 

3.4.1.1. Modeled hydrograph 
The six storm hydrograph criteria were responsible for reduction in both the range 

of the individual parameters and the total number of acceptable parameter sets (Figure 

3.3).  As in previous studies, different subsections of the hydrograph provided different 

amounts of power in parameter identifiability (i.e. (Seibert and McDonnell, 2002; Son 

and Sivapalan, 2007; Tetzlaff et al., 2008)  While 2.9% of the parameter sets met the 40 

day criterion, only 0.4% of the parameter sets resulted in simulations that met the 

hydrograph criteria for all five of the events.  Seibert and McDonnell (2002) found that a 

storm event with the largest peak precipitation rate and discharge served as the most 

stringent criterion in their calibration of a similar reservoir model.  In our case, the 

highest peak of precipitation and discharge occurred in storm B4, which was a relatively 

weak criterion.   

B2, the event with the lowest peak discharge, and longest duration, was the most 

effective in both narrowing the parameter ranges and rejecting parameter sets.  Whereas 

the other storms were relatively simple, with a single peaked hyetograph and hydrograph, 

B2 was more complex, with a double peaked hyetograph and hydrograph.  B2 was 

especially effective in reducing the parameter space for the lateral subsurface storage and 

bedrock leakage coefficient variables.  This sensitivity was likely due to the complex 

filling and draining of subsurface storage, a factor that was masked in the higher shorter, 
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single peaked events, where the subsurface storage is filled early in the event, then 

monotonically drained.  The prolonged nature of the B2 event, along with the refilling 

during the second peak, required a more precise definition of the subsurface storage 

processes.  This suggests that it is not the size of the event, but perhaps the complexity 

that is important for model calibration.  Breaking up the calibration hydrograph into 5 

distinct time periods, centered on the significant rain events, proved to be a strong tool 

for both parameter identifiability and parameter set rejection. 

3.4.1.2. Modeled tracer breakthrough 
The modeled tracer breakthrough served as another source for parameter 

identification and parameter set rejection.  Other researchers have shown the importance 

of using tracers (such as isotopic signatures of rainfall) in addition to hydrometric data for 

model calibration. (Fenicia et al., 2008; Son and Sivapalan, 2007; Soulsby and Dunn, 

2003; Vache and McDonnell, 2006)  Tracers are attractive as model objective criteria 

because tracer and pressure response to precipitation is often quite different (i.e. the rapid 

catchment response dominated by pre-event water Sklash and Farvolden, 1979).  Tracer 

breakthroughs also serve to integrate hillslope scale response, in contrast to point 

measurements of hydraulic conductivity, water table height, soil moisture status or other 

similar objective criteria.  While isotopic tracers and mean residence times of tracers have 

been used for model calibration, the use of an applied, chemical tracer is relatively rare 

for model calibration (although Weiler and McDonnell (2007) successfully modeled the 

Brammer tracer injection with a macropore based conceptual model of the Maimai 

hillslope). 

While the temporal and spatial patterns of tracer breakthrough were not stringent 

criteria in the MaiModel calibration (eliminating only 48 and 15% of the parameter sets, 

respectively), the cumulative tracer breakthrough eliminated 97% of the parameter sets, 

and 66% of the simulations that were deemed behavioral for all storms.  The calibration 

runs that modeled all of the sub-hydrographs and did not match the measured tracer 

breakthrough had a modeled cumulative tracer breakthrough ranging from 8-28%, 

compared to a measured value of 14%.  Of the simulations that had acceptable fits for the 

hydrographs but missed the cumulative tracer breakthrough, 23% were below the 

acceptable limits, and 77% were greater.  54% were more than twice the acceptable range 
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from the measured value. This wide range of modeled tracer flux for models that 

acceptably fit the hydrograph demonstrates the importance of measurements of both 

particle and pressure response at the hillslope scale for model calibration and validation.   

While the cumulative tracer breakthrough was effective in reducing the total 

number of behavioral parameter sets, it did little to reduce the ranges of the individual 

parameters, with the exception of cbedrock.  Two possible explanations of the relative 

weakness of the tracer breakthrough on the parameter ranges are 1) the tracer 

breakthrough is due to a combination of parameters, or 2) the cumulative tracer 

breakthrough is too weak a test, and a time series of tracer breakthrough is needed.  

Further analysis of the tracer breakthrough against the individual parameters suggests that 

the first option is more likely.  The cumulative tracer breakthrough was compared with 

the products of each pair of calibrated parameters (10 pairs in total).  The cumulative 

tracer breakthrough was strongly constrained by the product of the bedrock leakage 

coefficient and the subsurface storm volume, with a reduction of 94% of the widest 

possible range of the product (Figure 3.11).  This suggests that it is both the subsurface 

storage volume and the rate of drainage that controls the cumulative tracer breakthrough, 

more than each parameter individually that is important.  The cumulative tracer 

breakthrough was not dependent on any other individual parameter, or product of 

parameters.   

3.4.1.3. Soil hydraulic conductivity 
Of the five calibrated parameters, all but the soil saturated hydraulic conductivity 

(ksoil) were significantly better defined through calibration.  Of the nine calibration 

criteria, the number of behavioral parameter sets that matched each criteria was 

somewhat correlated to the reduction in the parameter space for each criteria (0.48 < R2 < 

0.67).  While the range of ksoil was reduced 6% from the initial parameter range specified, 

(1,000% of the maximum measured hydraulic conductivity), this 6% is due more likely 

through chance than an actual narrowing of the possible parameter set, as acceptable 

parameter sets were evenly distributed over the calibration range.  It is unclear whether 

the small reduction in the ksoil range is a validation of the model assumptions, especially 

that vertical percolation through the soil profile is relatively unimportant in the whole 

hillslope scale behavior, or a result of these assumptions being codified into the model. 
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3.4.2. Improved understanding of thresholds at the hillslope scale 
The calibrated model was able to reproduce the precipitation discharge threshold 

relationship seen at the Maimai hillslope trench.  From analysis of measured hillslope 

discharge by Woods and Rowe (1996) and Brammer (1996), an average threshold of 

approximately 19 mm was necessary for flow at the hillslope at Maimai (Figure 3.9).  

This threshold was close to the modeled threshold (17.7 mm) for the calibrated base case 

model.  In the numerical simulations, the threshold was found to be due to both fill and 

spill factors (subsurface storage and bedrock leakage) as well as soil moisture deficit 

factors (potential evaporation rate and antecedent drainage time) (Figure 3.12).  A linear 

relationship between thresholds and the product of the tdrain and PET was observed, with 

a slope of 0.38 mm / mm.  An increase of 1 mm in the product of tdrain and PET prior to 

storm initiation yields an increase of 0.38 mm in the threshold over the range modeled.  

The relationship between the product of the bedrock leakage coefficient and the 

subsurface storage volume was positively concavely nonlinear.  There appears to be an 

upper bound on the impact of the fill and spill factors on the threshold, while a similar 

bound has not been observed in the soil moisture deficit.  Logically, a bound must exist 

for the soil moisture deficit, once evaporation depletes the entire soil profile and a storm 

greater than the available storage would overcome the threshold.  This bound was not met 

by the current virtual experiments.   

Additional simulations were performed to determine the precise impact of both 

sets of factors on the threshold.  A simulation where the fill and spill factors were 

removed (Vpool and cbedrock were set to zero) and another where evaporation was removed 

(PET = 0 mm/day).  These simulations showed that 11.8 mm (66%) of the threshold were 

due to fill and spill factors, while 6.4 mm (36%) was due to soil moisture deficit factors.  

Since these do not add up to the modeled 17.7 mm threshold for the base case scenario, it 

appears that the two processes are less than additive, with some of the effects of soil 

moisture deficit reducing the threshold response due to fill and spill, or vice versus.  The 

lack of threshold after the fill and spill and soil moisture deficit mechanisms were 

eliminated indicates that these two are solely responsible for the simulated threshold. 

The slope of the excess precipitation / discharge line was also found to be 

positively correlated with both fill and spill factors and PET, while not the antecedent 
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drainage time. An increase in both the subsurface storage and bedrock leakage coefficient 

were shown to increase the slope, as an increase in each increased the rate of leakage into 

the bedrock, both directly (increased leakage coefficient = increased leakage rate) and 

indirectly (increased storage = increased driver on leakage and increased late time storage 

and leakage).  An increase in the PET increased the slope, as rainfall stored in the soil 

profile was lost to evaporation during and after the storm.  With fill and spill and soil 

moisture deficit removed, the slope was unity, indicating these are the only factors 

affecting the slope in the numeric model.  94% of the reduction in the slope was due to 

fill and spill mechanisms, while 6% of the reduction is due to the potential evaporation 

rate.  The small impact of the PET on the slope is due to the limited time that PET can 

impact the discharge after the threshold is reached, as hillslope drainage lasted less than 4 

days for all simulations. 

3.4.3. Improved understanding of thresholds at the watershed scale 
Our macroscale hillslope model has shown two causal mechanisms for the storm 

precipitation – discharge relationship seen at the hillslope and small catchment scale.  

This relationship depends on both climatic (event spacing and evaporative losses) and 

geologic (bedrock permeability and subsurface storage) factors.  The geologic factors are 

difficult to determine, with bedrock permeability difficult to measure, and subsurface 

storage depending on the dominant lateral subsurface flow processes and the bedrock 

topography, two difficult to determine components.  The climatic factors, however, are 

often available when a long term data set is present.  While long term evaporation records 

remain uncommon, new analysis of long term precipitation records may provide a way 

forward towards better prediction of catchment storm response.   

The soil moisture deficit influence on the precipitation discharge threshold and 

slope were previously suggested in the analysis of the long term precipitation discharge 

record of the instrumented hillslope at Panola, Georgia. (Tromp-van Meerveld and 

McDonnell, 2006a)  At Panola, it appeared that storms where the soil volumetric water 

content at 70 cm depth was less than 40% prior to the event had a higher threshold for 

flow than those that were relatively wetter.  However, the data record at Panola had too 

few storms with sufficiently dry antecedent moisture conditions to determine the precise 

relationship between antecedent moisture and thresholds.  At Minamitani, Japan, the 
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threshold for flow at an instrumented hillslope and nearby second order catchment was 

shown to be somewhat dependent on the flow rate at the initiation of the event. (Tani, 

1997)  As at Panola, with the limited number of events above and below the threshold for 

each initial flow rate, the precise nature of this dependency is unclear.  In fact, none of 

the instrumented hillslopes we know of have a sufficient data record with enough storms 

above and below the threshold to determine the precise relationship between the 

threshold and antecedent moisture conditions.  While it remains difficult and expensive to 

maintain gauging for a sufficiently long duration, especially at instrumented hillslopes, 

numerical modeling can serve to generate new knowledge about hillslope and small 

catchment processes.  This newfound relationship between antecedent drainage time and 

the precipitation discharge threshold can now be explored at other sites. 

Analysis using the predictions for event storm runoff at the nearby M8 catchment, 

based on soil moisture deficit factors, was shown to better predict whole storm discharge 

than the annual threshold or runoff ratio analyses.  The root mean square error was 

minimized and the difference between the measured and modeled annual storm runoff 

using the soil moisture deficit method of discharge prediction when compared to 

predictions made using the bulk annual threshold, annual runoff ratio and average runoff 

ratio methods.  These predictions were made over a range of storms with different 

average and maximum rainfall intensities, durations and precipitation patterns, yet the 

storm runoff was very well predicted based on two simple factors revealed through the 

numerical modeling.  Due to the short data record at the instrumented hillslope, a similar 

analysis of hillslope threshold dependence on antecedent drainage time was not possible. 

Additional analysis at five small research watersheds in western Oregon (9 - 101 

ha) showed a dependence on antecedent drainage time for the threshold.  While 

evaporation estimates were not available for the duration of the 50 year data record, 

events with long antecedent drainage were shown to exhibit a much higher threshold for 

flow.  This threshold appears to be quite high for events with longer than 9 days of 

antecedent drainage (~ 80 mm), for a series of watersheds that are very responsive to 

rainfall (annual storm runoff ratios approach 38%) (McGuire et al., 2005). 

However, at the catchments at the H J Andrews and the M8 catchment, there is 

little evidence for a threshold for flow for events with short (< 5 days) antecedent 
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drainage time, perhaps due to minimal effect of bedrock leakage.  At the Maimai and 

Panola hillslopes, bedrock leakage is a sink and not recovered at the hillslope.  In the 

virtual experiments, using the calibrated model, a threshold of 8 mm was predicted for 

events with only one day antecedent drainage.  At the M8 and H J Andrews catchments, 

however, bedrock leakage is likely recovered at the watershed outlet, though some 

evidence of deep seepage at the HJA does exist. (Waichler et al., 2005)  At the catchment 

scale, the fill and spill mechanism should then not have a large impact on the 

precipitation discharge threshold.  Therefore, during events where the soil has not had a 

chance to dry due to evaporative losses, a small threshold would be expected at these 

catchments, as seen in this analysis.   

This functional dependence of the threshold on fill and spill and soil moisture 

deficit factors may be a means for prediction of flow at ungauged hillslopes and basins.  

At a site where the physical properties are similar to either Maimai, or some basin where 

the geologic dependent threshold and slope has been determined, the base case threshold 

can be determined, and the effects of the climatic factors would be determined from the 

storm spacing and evaporative demand.  The geologic precipitation discharge threshold 

and slope can be determined by analysis of the system response to precipitation at the 

lower extreme of PET and storm spacing.  The analyses of the HJA watersheds suggest 

that the antecedent drainage dependence of the thresholds suggest that this relationship 

may apply to other steep forested hillslopes and catchments.  Special attention needs to 

be placed on locations with different geology, catchment geometry and dominant flow 

processes. 

3.4.4. Constraints in numerical modeling and opportunities for future work 
Our numerical model was built to determine the flow response at a site where 

lateral subsurface flow dominates, and a clear threshold for flow exists.  The model was 

successfully applied to predict lateral subsurface flow at the site, and determine the 

sources of the observed threshold.  The model was then validated with new analysis of 

the data record at a nearby site.  This work suggests further work using carefully 

calibrated models to answer other, pressing questions on the controls on hillslope 

discharge, such as:  What are the controls on baseflow generation?  What are the controls 

on water aging?  When can we predict the dominant subsurface flow mechanisms (i.e. 
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lateral vs. vertical flow; preferential vs. matrix flow)?  The numerical model used in this 

paper is not well suited for all of these questions, though the dominant processes concept 

is.  For example, there is no bedrock flow incorporated in MaiModel, which makes it 

poorly suited to determine the controls on baseflow, which is known to be highly 

dependent on subsurface flow through the bedrock.  At the Maimai hillslope, bedrock 

flowpaths are not believed to greatly affect hillslope discharge, due to the steep slopes 

and consolidated nature of the bedrock.  However, using a simple conceptual model 

allows for the flexibility for model evolution dictated by the field conditions (e.g. Fenicia 

et al., 2008).  The addition of bedrock flow would be a relatively simple thing, if the field 

processes demanded it.  Careful model construction including the dominant processes 

under consideration, along with stringent calibration and testing, can lead to new 

understanding of flow processes. 

 

3.5. Conclusions 
Graham et al. (this issue) developed a new perceptual model of hillslope 

subsurface flow processes at a well studied field site.  We determined that lateral 

subsurface flow is dominated by flow in a well connected preferential flow network at the 

interface between the soil profile and permeable bedrock. This paper used this new 

perceptual model as the basis for a numerical model designed to model flow and transport 

based on these dominant processes.  The model was able to reproduce both hydrometric 

and tracer data, using few (5) tunable parameters.  A series of virtual experiments aimed 

at revealing the controls on the threshold response of hillslope discharge to precipitation 

were performed using the numerical model.  We found that both fill and spill (geologic, 

including bedrock permeability and storage) and soil moisture deficit (climatic, including 

storm spacing and potential evapotranspiration rates) factors influenced threshold 

magnitude. While the climatic controls were shown to have a large potential impact on 

flow dynamics, in a climate like that of the study hillslope, where storm spacing was 

short (average time between storms = 3 days) and the PET demand was low (<6 mm / 

day), the geologic controls dominated (66% of the threshold and 94% of the slope of the 

excess precipitation / discharge relationship were determined by the geologic 

components).  The relationship between the climatic factors and the precipitation 
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discharge threshold and slope were applied to a nearby catchment and demonstrated to 

better predict storm discharge than either the annual runoff ratio or the bulk threshold 

relationship. 
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3.8. Tables 

Table 3.1 Calibration parameter ranges and sources.  Vpool was not measured in field and 
was constrained by a pre-calibration sensitivity analysis. 

 Parameter  Range  Source 
 cbedrock  0 - 0.0284 1/s  10,000% maximum observed in field (Graham et al., this issue) 
 ksoil  0 - 3 m/hr  10,000% maximum observed in field (McDonnell, 1990) 
 kLSS  0-30 m/hr  Range observed in field (Graham et al., this issue) 
 Vpool  0 - 0.1 cm  Sensitivity analysis 
 factive  0 - 100%  Spans range of field measured porosity (McDonnell, 1990) 
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Table 3.2 Parameter range reduction and parameter set rejection due to calibration using 
each objective criterion.  The total number of calibration simulations was 10,000.  Initial 
ranges of parameters are listed in Table 3.1. 

 

 cbedrock ksoil kLSS Vpool factive Criteria 
Behavioral 
parameter 

sets 
Initial 100 100 100 100 100   

40 day discharge 58 2 51 45 62 E > 0.8 294 
Storm 1 discharge 72 2 47 2 63 E > 0.8 260 
Storm 2 discharge 75 6 56 83 68 E > 0.8 102 
Storm 3 discharge 60 2 43 24 47 E > 0.8 416 
Storm 4 discharge 56 2 47 18 58 E > 0.8 402 
Storm 5 discharge 56 2 30 34 47 E > 0.8 342 

Total cumulative 
tracer breakthrough 

44 1 5 6 0 
11.5% ≤ T 
≤ 16.5% 

4,827 

Tracer breakthrough 
temporal 

0 1 1 1 1 R2 > 0.8 1,462 

Tracer breakthrough 
spatial 

0 0 1 0 0 R2 > 0.8 300 

Final 86 6 56 85 78  13 
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Table 3.3 Storm discharge (mm) and calculated threshold (mm) and excess precipitation 
slope (mm/mm) for calibrated model and events V1-V10. 
 

  Time Between Storms (days) 
Event 

Precipitation 
(mm) 

10 
(V1) 

1 
(V2) 

1 
(V3) 

3 
(V4) 

3 
(V5) 

5 
(V6) 

7 
(V7) 

14 
(V8) 

21 
(V9) 

28 
(V10) 

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 0 5 8 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 
38 3 15 15 11 10 8 5 0 0 0 
46 5 18 18 13 13 10 8 1 0 0 
51 6 18 18 14 14 11 8 1 0 0 
56 9 21 21 17 17 14 11 3 1 0 
76 17 31 31 26 26 23 20 12 6 3 
101 29 41 41 37 37 34 31 23 16 10 
253 98 110 110 106 106 103 100 91 85 78 
506 212 225 225 220 220 218 215 206 200 193 

Threshold 35 9 7 18 18 24 30 48 61 75 
Slope 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 
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Table 3.4 Threshold (mm) and excess precipitation slope (mm/mm) for each antecedent 
drainage time and PET.  For the highest PET modeled and the second two longest 
antecedent drainage times the discharge was not non-zero for enough events to determine 
threshold and slope values. 
 

 PET (mm/day) 

 
  

0 0.6 1.2 3 4.5 6 9 12 30 60 
10 17 18 20 25 30 35 46 57 135 207 
1 6 6 6 7 8 9 13 16 55 147 
1 6 6 6 7 7 8 9 11 35 78 
3 12 12 13 15 16 18 21 25 52 114 
3 12 12 13 15 16 18 21 25 56 117 
5 14 15 16 19 21 24 31 38 78 176 
7 16 17 18 22 26 30 39 48 101 192 
14 19 21 23 32 40 48 64 76 186 240 
21 20 23 28 41 54 64 80 101 206 NaN 

t d
ra

in
 (

da
ys

) 

28 21 26 31 50 64 75 100 137 218 NaN 

 
 PET (mm/day) 
 

  
0 0.6 1.2 3 4.5 6 9 12 30 60 

10 0.5 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.42 0.33 0.14 
1 0.5 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.44 0.42 0.36 0.24 
1 0.5 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.42 0.34 0.21 
3 0.5 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.42 0.32 0.16 
3 0.5 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.42 0.32 0.17 
5 0.5 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.42 0.32 0.19 
7 0.5 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.42 0.31 0.16 
14 0.5 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.41 0.32 0.12 
21 0.5 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.40 0.31 NaN 

t d
ra

in
 (

da
ys

) 

28 0.5 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.42 0.42 0.28 NaN 
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Table 3.5 Threshold (mm) and excess precipitation slope (mm/mm) for each Vpool / cbedrock 
combination.  For eight events with high Vpool and cbedrock the discharge was not non-zero 
for enough events to determine threshold and slope values. 

 

  Vpool (mm) 
  0 0.18 0.36 0.89 1.34 1.78 2.67 3.56 8.90 17.80 

0 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
4.3E-06 6 7 7 8 9 9 10 11 18 29 
8.5E-06 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 25 42 
2.1E-05 6 8 9 12 14 15 18 20 34 59 
3.2E-05 6 9 10 13 15 17 19 22 37 49 
4.3E-05 6 9 11 14 16 18 21 23 40 NaN 
6.4E-05 6 10 12 16 18 19 22 25 43 NaN 
8.5E-05 6 11 13 17 19 21 24 27 45 NaN 
2.1E-04 6 13 16 20 23 25 29 35 NaN NaN 

c b
ed

ro
ck

 (
1/

s)
 

4.3E-04 6 16 18 23 26 29 32 NaN NaN NaN 

 
 

  Vpool (mm) 
  0 0.18 0.36 0.89 1.34 1.78 2.67 3.56 8.90 17.80 

0.0 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 
4.3E-06 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.69 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.64 0.58 
8.5E-06 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.66 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.57 0.45 
2.1E-05 0.62 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.58 0.57 0.54 0.52 0.37 0.18 
3.2E-05 0.58 0.57 0.57 0.54 0.53 0.51 0.47 0.43 0.26 0.07 
4.3E-05 0.54 0.53 0.52 0.50 0.47 0.45 0.40 0.36 0.19 NaN 
6.4E-05 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.41 0.38 0.35 0.30 0.26 0.10 NaN 
8.5E-05 0.42 0.40 0.39 0.35 0.31 0.28 0.23 0.19 0.06 NaN 
2.1E-04 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.14 0.11 0.09 0.06 0.04 NaN NaN 

c b
ed

ro
ck

 (
1/

s)
 

4.3E-04 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.01 NaN NaN NaN 
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3.9. Figures 
 

Figure 3.1 Map of modeled hillslope with tracer application site 35 m upslope of lateral 
subsurface flow collection trench (from McGlynn et al. 2002).  Trench sections T1-T20 
were used for analysis. 
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Figure 3.2 Measured (black) and modeled (grey) hydrograph with 13 simulations that 
matched all objective criteria for the entire data record (a), storm B2 (b), and tracer 
breakthrough. B2 was the most difficult storm to simulate, likely due to the complex 
double hydrograph. 
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Figure 3.3 Summary of MaiModel calibration.  Acceptable parameter sets (bars) and the 
reduction in parameter uncertainty for each model criteria.  Parameters: ksoil (□); kLSS (○); 
Vpool (●); cbedrock (▲); factive (+).  Storm B2 had the lowest number of acceptable parameter 
sets, and the highest reduction in the parameter space for each variable.  While the 
temporal tracer breakthrough was not effective in rejecting parameter sets, it had some 
success in reducing the parameter space for cbedrock. 
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Figure 3.4 Modeled hydrographs for virtual experiment.  A series of increasing duration 
hydrographs are applied to MaiModel with calibrated parameters and 3 days antecedent 
drainage (storm V5).  Events with between 10 and 76 mm rainfall are simulated with 
scaled realizations of the hyetograph from measured storm B5.  The base case event has 
50.6 mm total precipitation. 
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Figure 3.5 Whole storm precipitation vs. discharge for modeled events, using calibrated 
parameters and 3 days antecedent drainage (storm V5).  The estimated threshold is 18 
mm, and slope is 0.45 mm/mm (points taken from column 5, Table 3.3). 
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Figure 3.6 Dependence of precipitation / discharge threshold on soil moisture deficit 
(antecedent drainage time and PET) and fill and spill (bedrock leakage coefficient and 
bedrock pool storage volumes) factors. 
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Figure 3.7 Dependence of slope of excess precipitation / discharge on soil moisture 
deficit (antecedent drainage time and PET) and fill and spill (bedrock leakage coefficient 
and bedrock pool storage volumes) factors. 
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Figure 3.8 Threshold and slope vs. products of fill and spill factors, and soil moisture 
deficit factors.  Antecedent PET is (tdrain*PET) 
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Figure 3.9 Measured whole storm precipitation / discharge dynamics at two instrumented 
field sites: a) Maimai hillslope (0.09 ha), 200 days of monitoring; b) M8 catchment (3.8 
ha), two years of monitoring.  Hillslope threshold estimated at 20 mm, while catchment 
threshold estimated at 8.5 mm. 
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Figure 3.10 Measured whole storm precipitation / discharge dynamics at five 
instrumented research catchments: WS1 (101.3 ha), 2 (96 ha), 3 (60 ha), 9 (9 ha) and 10 
(10 ha) at the HJA Andrews Experimental Forest.  Storms are binned according to 
antecedent drainage time: a) All events with less than 5 days antecedent drainage; b) all 
events with between five and ten days antecedent drainage; c) all events with greater than 
ten days of antecedent drainage.  Estimated thresholds for the three groups are 0 mm, 56 
mm, and 83 mm. 
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Figure 3.11 Dotty plots of cbedrock and Vmax vs. 40 day E and cumulative tracer 
breakthrough.  The lines denote the range of acceptable model fits.  The x axis spans the 
range of the parameters.  The product of the two parameters, a measure of the speed of 
pool drainage, is more identified than either parameter individually. 
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Figure 3.12 Schematic of fill and spill and soil moisture deficit control of precipitation 
discharge threshold and slope of the excess precipitation discharge line. 
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4. Experimental closure of the hillslope water balance within a 
measurement uncertainty framework 
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4.1. Introduction 
Hillslope hydrology is an uncertain science.  Uncertainties in initial conditions 

and boundary conditions are difficult to measure (Eberhardt and Thomas, 1991), and 

often coarsely estimated (Beven, 2006a).  Internal state conditions are often based on 

limited point measurements extrapolated to much larger scales, with the corresponding 

difficulties in extrapolation of the uncertainty in these measurements.  The difficulty in 

performing repeatable experiments at the hillslope scale makes the conclusions of field 

studies difficult to asses.  The enormous heterogeneity of hydrological parameters, such 

as hydraulic conductivity, soil depth, macroscale soil structure, and soil texture 

compounds the measurement uncertainty (McDonnell et al., 2007).  Despite, or perhaps 

because of these difficulties, a rigorous accounting of measurement uncertainty is rarely 

performed in conjunction with field experimentation.  While many have made the case 

for explicit uncertainty analysis in numerical modeling, (Beven and Binley, 1992; 

Wagener, 2003) Beven (2006b) has extended this call to experimentalists, asking 

rhetorically “should it not be required that every paper in both field and modelling studies 

should attempt to evaluate the uncertainty in the results?”  To date quantitative 

measurement uncertainty analysis remains rare in experimental hillslope hydrology. 

Reporting of model uncertainty, whether due to equifinality issues, model 

parameterization and structure uncertainties (Beven, 2002), or the problems associated 

with extrapolating models beyond the calibration ranges, has become standard in 

catchment and hillslope hydrology (Andréassian et al., 2007; Beven, 2006b; Hall et al., 

2007; Mantovan and Todini, 2006; Montanari, 2007; Sivakumar, 2008).  Methods, such 

as the general likelihood uncertainty estimation (GLUE; Beven and Binley, 1992) and 

various Bayesian methodologies (Gupta et al., 1998; Kavetski et al., 2002; Kuczera and 

Mroczkowski, 1998; Mantovan and Todini, 2006; Vrugt et al., 2003) have been 

developed and are now widely used to quantify the uncertainty of predictions from 

calibrated model hydrological models.  While this work is important, lack of clear and 

thoughtful analysis of uncertainty in field studies leaves catchment modelers to either 

determine on their own the error structure of field data, or to ignore it entirely.  Some 

attempts to incorporate input uncertainty have been developed, such the use of fuzzy 

measures (i.e. Bárdossy, 1996; Özelkan and Duckstein, 2001) and soft data (i.e. Seibert 
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and McDonnell, 2002).  These efforts, however, are still dependent on experimentalist 

reports of measurement uncertainty.  Nevertheless, as experimentalists, we rarely analyze 

and report the uncertainties in our field work, especially when reporting flux rates, mass 

balances, field parameter measurements and other potential inputs into numerical models. 

Rigorous uncertainty analysis consists of both a thoughtful assessment of error for 

both the measurements themselves and the propagation of the measurement uncertainty 

through the functional uses of the data (Taylor, 1997).  Error propagation needs to be 

performed when using measured data for both individual estimates and for aggregated 

measures such as daily averages or whole experiment total fluxes and stores. Random 

(precision) and systematic (accuracy) uncertainty types need be identified for each 

measurement instrument used and process assumption made, as the two are dealt with in 

error propagation differently. 

Here we present a full measurement uncertainty analysis associated with a hillslope 

water balance experiment at the H. J. Andrews Experimental Forest (HJA) in western 

Oregon.  The water balance, or continuity equation, is perhaps the most basic equation in 

hydrology (Rodriguez-Iturbe, 2000):   

P Q S ET DS= + ∆ + +  (1) 

where the inputs to the hillslope (Precipitation, P) are balanced by the outputs (Surface 

runoff, Q; Changes in storage , ∆S; evapotranspiration, ET; deep seepage to groundwater 

DS).  Despite the mathematical simplicity of the equation, measuring each of the 

components of the water balance is very difficult and closure of the water balance at the 

hillslope scale is rarely done (Beven, 2001).  Surface runoff takes many forms, including 

overland flow, shallow lateral subsurface flow and bedrock return flow, each of which is 

difficult to measure without significant hillslope trenching infrastructure (Freer et al., 

2002; Peters et al., 1995; Woods and Rowe, 1996) or overland flow trough deployment 

(Bonell and Gilmour, 1978).  Quantifying fluxes into and out of storage requires 

extensive monitoring, as storage fluxes are dynamic (Ridolfi et al., 2003), hysteretic 

(Ewen and Birkinshaw, 2007), and vary with depth and topographic location (Western et 

al., 1998).  The fluxes of evaporation and transpiration are generally lumped and their 

estimation is very data intensive, and often estimated as the residual of the other 

components in Equation 1 (e.g. Montgomery et al., 1997).  Deep seepage is very difficult 
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to measure at the hillslope scale, requiring deep wells into the hillslope aquifer.  Deep 

seepage is often thought to be negligible, though recently flow through the bedrock has 

been shown to be a significant flow pathway (Katsura et al., 2008; Katsuyama et al., 

2005; Onda et al., 2001; Tromp-van Meerveld et al., 2006).   

Closure of the water balance is often done at larger time and space scales (Winter, 

1981), especially in paired watershed experiments (Stednick, 1996).  This closure is 

generally performed at an annual scale, where changes in storage and deep seepage fluxes 

are considered negligible, and the residual is assigned to ET, which is usually not 

measured.  Closure is trivial at the smaller lab soil core scale, where inputs and outputs 

can be strictly controlled and monitored (e.g. McIntosh et al., 1999; Rasmussen et al., 

2000).  Closure of the water balance at the soil pedon scale has been performed using soil 

lysimeters, where lateral flow is restrained and vertical seepage can be measured (e.g. 

Gee et al., 1994).  Intermediate to these scales, closure of the water balance at the 

hillslope scale has rarely been performed.  Such a hillslope scale accounting is needed in 

hillslope hydrology because too often assumptions are made about the residuals, while 

only one or two components are measured (i.e. lateral subsurface flow and changes in 

storage). 

For rigorous closing of the hillslope water balance we need to both minimize the 

uncertainty in the measurements of the components, and also attempt to quantify the 

uncertainties that remain.  One method for minimizing uncertainty in the measurement of 

the water balance components is the use of controlled irrigation experiments, rather than 

passive storm monitoring (Eberhardt and Thomas, 1991).  Irrigation experiments have the 

benefit of experimentalist control of the inputs, and directed measurements of the outputs.  

Hillslope irrigation experiments have been used in hydrology to determine solute 

transport characteristics (Hornberger et al., 1991), the role of flow through fractured 

bedrock (Montgomery et al., 1997), the identification of hillslope scale hydraulic 

conductivity (Brooks et al., 2004) and the partitioning of hillslope runoff processes 

(Scherrer et al., 2007). 

The overall objective of this experiment was to close the water balance, 

identifying the relative partitioning of and uncertainties around the measured individual 

water balance components of evaporation, transpiration, lateral subsurface flow, bedrock 
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return flow and fluxes into and out of storage.  Within the overall objective, we address 

specific questions of: 

1) How do uncertainties in individual measurements propagate through the functional 

uses of the measurements into the water balance components? 

2) How does the quantification of individual water balance components improve our 

understanding of key hillslope processes, especially 

i) The storage discharge relationship at the hillslope scale 

ii)  The role of bedrock flow at the hillslope scale 

3) How do measurement uncertainties impact our process conceptualization of hillslope 

flow processes? 

 

4.2. Site description 
The study hillslope is located in WS10, in the HJA Experimental Forest in the 

western Cascades, Oregon, USA (44.200N, 122.25oW).  The HJA is part of the Long 

Term Ecological Research program, and has a data record of meteorological and 

discharge records from 1958 to the present.  The climate is Mediterranean, with dry 

summers and wet winters characterized by long, low intensity storms: dry periods of 25 

days and storms lasting 20 days have a 1 year return interval.  WS10 has been the site of 

extensive research of hillslope hydrologic processes (Harr, 1977). A ten meter wide 

recording trench is situated at the hillslope base to collect lateral subsurface flow 

(McGuire et al., 2007). 

Frequent debris flows at WS10 (most recently 1996) have scoured the stream 

channel to bedrock removing the riparian area in the lowermost reach.  Soils are gravelly 

clay loams, classified as Typic Dystrochrepts, with poorly developed structure, high 

hydraulic conductivities (up to 2.8E-4 m/s, decreasing rapidly with depth), and high 

drainable porosity (15 – 30%) (Ranken, 1974).  Soils are well aggregated, tending 

towards massive structure at depth.  Soils on the study hillslope range from 0.1 m 

adjacent to the stream, to 2.4 m at the upper limit of the irrigated area.  Soils have distinct 

pore size distribution shifts at 0.3, 0.7 and 1.0 m, resulting in transient lateral subsurface 

flow at these interfacial zones (Harr, 1977; van Verseveld, 2006). Soils are underlain by 

Saprolite, which thins towards the stream.  Beneath this bedrock is mainly unweathered 
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andesite and coarse breccias (James, 1978; Swanson and James, 1975).  Additional site 

description can be found in McGuire et al. (2007). 

 

4.3. Methods 

4.3.1. Hillslope delineation 
 The irrigated area was chosen so that it would drain downslope into the 10 m 

wide collecting trench (Figure 4.1).  We determined the irrigation area by analysis of 

surface topography.  Bedrock topography on this planar slope was also planar (van 

Verseveld, 2006) in the region upslope of the collecting trench.  The irrigated area was 

9.4 m wide at the base, tapering to 8.2 m at the top and extended 20 m upslope of the 

trench (172 m2).  This trapezoidal area was narrower at the top than the base, reflecting 

increasing uncertainty in flow paths with increasing distance from the trench.  Irrigation 

width and length measurements are estimated to have an uncertainty of 0.5 m due to 

difficulties in measurement and determination of wetted area.  This leads to a total area 

uncertainty of 8.3 m2. 

4.3.2. Irrigation application 
A rectangular grid of 36 (9 rows of 4) micro-sprinklers (with approximately 1 m 

irrigation radius) was installed on the hillslope, with sprinkler heads spaced 2 m apart. 

Sprinklers were controlled with an automatic timer to maintain a consistent application 

rate throughout the experiment with the exception of four minor malfunction periods.  

Sprinkler rate was measured by an array of 72 (0.05 and 0.1 m diameter) cups that were 

sampled every 4-12 hours during days 12 through 19 of the experiment.  Additionally, 

three tipping bucket rain gauges (Trutrack, Rain-SYS-1mm) recorded irrigation rates 

throughout the experiment.  The cups and tipping buckets were placed randomly in the 

sprinkled area, between 0.1 and 0.8 m from the sprinkler heads.  The uncertainty in the 

rainfall application was determined by propagation of the uncertainty in the surface area 

of the measuring cups (cup radius ± 0.001 m) and the volumetric measurements (± 0.001 

L). 
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4.3.3. Lateral subsurface flow 
Hillslope lateral subsurface flow was measured with a 10 meter wide trench 

consisting of sheet metal anchored 0.05 m into bedrock and sealed with cement, installed 

at the intersection of the study hillslope and the exposed bedrock stream channel 

(McGuire et al., 2007).  The trench system is assumed to be nearly water tight, as no 

evidence of leakage was seen during the experiment.  Bulk lateral subsurface flow was 

routed to a stilling well with a 30o V-Notch Weir, where a 0.25 m capacitance water level 

recorder (Trutrack, model PLUT-HR, measurement ± 0.0025 m) measured stage height at 

10 minute intervals. 

A rating curve for the stage / discharge relationship was developed using 32 

manual measurements of discharge covering the range of values experienced during the 

irrigation experiment (R2 = 0.97).  The relative error between the manual measurements 

and the stage predicted discharge measurement averaged 8.76%, ranging from 1-20%.  

The relative error was weakly correlated with stage (R2 = 0.34).  The absolute error 

averaged 12 L/s, and was not correlated with stage.  The absolute error was used as the 

systematic uncertainty in lateral subsurface flow, while the instrument precision (0.0025 

m) was the random uncertainty. 

4.3.4. Watershed discharge 
Discharge from the second order stream draining WS10 has been monitored with 

a broad crested weir 100 m downstream of the hillslope since 1969 as part of the long 

term monitoring at the HJA.  A 90º V notch weir had been installed for higher precision 

measurement of summer low flows, with the stage measured with a Model 2 Stevens 

Instruments Position Analog Transmitter (PAT, ± 0.0003 m) recorder controlled by a data 

logger (Campbell Scientific CR10X).  A stage/discharge relationship was established 

based on 31 manual measurements of discharge taken over 0 – 2 times the range of 

discharge seen during the irrigation experiment.  The absolute percent difference between 

measured and stage estimated discharge averaged 3.6%, with no correlation between 

relative error and stage.  The absolute error was positively correlated with stage (R2 = 

0.43).  The discharge during the experiment did not exceed the calibration range, so 

problems of rating curve indefinition are not expected (Clarke, 1999).  The percent error 
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in the rating curve was used as the systematic error, while the precision of the PAT was 

defined as the random error for uncertainty analysis. 

During the course of the experiment, WS10 discharge receded, since the previous 

rainfall at the site was 10 days prior to the experiment.   To determine the increase in 

watershed discharge due to the irrigation experiment, we created a master recession for 

WS10 using data from the summers of 2002 through 2004 from the WS10 gauging (data 

record available at andrewsforest.oregonstate.edu).  Due to the variation in timing of the 

spring rainfall cessation, the summer WS10 discharge recession began at different dates 

in different years, ranging from mid June to late July.  Recession from the three summers 

was aligned to begin with similar discharge rates.  Discharge (QM(t)) was then modeled 

by: 
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where t is the Julian day, Tc is the recession coefficient, and Q0 is discharge at the time to 

(Chapman, 1999; Sujono et al., 2004).  The recession coefficient Tc = 28.5 day led to a 

very good fit to the average of the three year’s recession (R2 = 0.97; Figure 4.2)  We 

applied this function to our 24.4 day experiment period to determine the increase in 

WS10 discharge due to irrigation, using to as Julian Day 200, and Qo as 1118 L/hr.   

Uncertainty in the master recession has two components, uncertainty in initial 

discharge, Qo, and uncertainty in the recession coefficient Tc.  The uncertainty in Qo was 

taken as the uncertainty in the measurement of watershed discharge at time zero, equal to 

39 L/hr (0.035 x 1118 L/hr).  The uncertainty in Tc was determined by fitting an 

exponential to the 3 year average watershed recession, then varying the uncertainty in Tc 

until 80% of the average recession readings fell within the error bounds.  This led to an 

estimate of the uncertainty in Tc of 18.6% (Figure 4.2).  These uncertainties were 

considered systematic uncertainties, since they were not based on measurements made 

during the experiment. 

4.3.5. Transpiration and canopy reference evapotranspiration 
Transpiration was estimated from sap flux measurements of the dominant trees 

located within or bordering the sprinkled area (n = 9). Sap flux was measured using the 

constant-heat method (Granier, 1987): 
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where san is the sapwood area of the nth tree, ∆TM,n is the maximum daily temperature 

difference between thermistors installed into the sapwood 4 cm apart, and ∆Tn is the 

instantaneous temperature difference.   

Temperature was measured every 15 s using a homemade Copper-constantan 

thermocouples hooked in series to measure temperature difference (± 0.2 C) following 

methods outlined in Moore, (2004) and stored in a CR-10x datalogger (Campbell 

Scientific, Logan, UT) as 15 min means.  0.02 m probes were used for the sap flux 

measurements.  Sapwood depths were determined by visually examining and measuring 

tree cores from the height of the sap flux sensors on each tree (± 0.001 m).  For trees with 

sapwood depths greater than 0.02 m, corrections for radial variations in sap flux were 

estimated from measured radial sap flux profiles of trees of the same species and age at 

another location following methods outlined in Domec et al. (2006) and Moore et al. 

(2004).  Uncertainties in the transpiration measurements were treated as systematic, as an 

on-site calibration of the technique or equipment was not performed. 

Evapotranspiration was estimated using the standard Penman Monteith equation 

for canopy reference evapotranspiration, estimated using measured meteorological data 

taken at the site (Monteith and Unsworth, 2008): 
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where ∆ is the partial derivative of the saturated vapor pressure curve with respect to 

temperature, Rn is the net incoming radiation, G is the ground heat flux, ρ is the dry air 

density, cp is the specific heat capacity of air, VPD is vapor pressure deficit, rc is the 

canopy resistance, ra is atmospheric resistance, λ is the latent heat of vaporization, and γ 

is the psychrometer constant.  The parameters ρ, cp, λ and γ were assumed to be constant, 

and values taken from Monteith and Unsworth (2008) were used.  The VPD is the 

product of the relative humidity and saturated vapor pressure, es(T), and ∆ is the first 

derivative of the es(T) curve with respect to temperature.  The saturated vapor pressure 
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es(T) was calculated using a empirically derived exponential function of temperature 

(Murray, 1967; Tetens, 1930).  The atmospheric resistance, ra is a function of wind speed 

(Unsworth and Monteith, 2008): 

( )ln
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 =  (5) 

where z is the height of the canopy (22 m), d is the zone of zero displacement (0.65z), k is 

von Karman’s constant, zo is the roughness length (0.1z) and u is the wind speed 

measured at the hillslope.  The canopy resistance, rc, is a function of the forest type and 

structure, ranging from 100 – 250 s/m (Tan and Black, 1976).  In this case, rc was 

assumed to be a 175 s/m, and the uncertainty was assigned to encompass the range 

observed by Tan and Black (1976), ± 75 s/m.  Ground heat flux was expected to be small, 

and estimated as 10% of net radiation, with a similarly large uncertainty, in this case 

100% (G = 0-20%Rn). 

Net radiation (Rn; Campbell Scientific Inc., model Q-7.1, ± 6%), relative 

humidity (RH; Campbell Scientific Inc., model HMP 35C, ± 2-3%), air temperature (T; 

Campbell Scientific Inc., model HMP 35C, ± 0.4oC) and wind speed (u; R. M. Young 

Wind Monitors, model 05305, ± 0.2 m/s) were measured at 15 minute intervals 

throughout the experiment.  Since a calibration of the meteorological equipment was not 

performed, the measurement uncertainty presented by the manufacturers was propagated 

as systematic error through the functional uses of the measured data.   

4.3.6. Soil moisture 
Soil moisture (volumetric water content) was measured at 24 locations within the 

irrigated area, at 5 depths in each location (0 – 0.15 m, 0.15 – 0.30 m, 0.30 – 0.60 m, 0.60 

- 0.90 m, and 0.90 - 1.20 m) with a time domain reflectrometry (TDR) array 

(Environmental Sensors, Inc., model PRB-A, ± 3%) (Figure 4.1).  Measurement sites 

were in a 4 by 8 grid (parallel and perpendicular to the stream channel, respectively), 

with sensor spacing of 2 m in each direction.  Soil water content was measured hourly 

through the experiment.  Of the 120 measurements (locations and depth), 57 of the probe 

segments gave consistent results.  The remaining 63 measurement segments had data 

recording problems due to probes incompletely in the soil profile, poor electrical 
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connections and poor contact between the probe and soil caused inconsistent readings 

from. Only the data from consistently working rods were analyzed.  To determine the 

total soil storage, the profile average soil moisture was multiplied by the estimated soil 

depth (1.2 ± 0.1 m) and the irrigated area (172 ± 8 m2). 

Two significant sources of error lie in the soil moisture data.  The first is the 

uncertainty is in measurement of the soil moisture measurements.  This uncertainty is 

constrained to within 3% for each measurement, and 3% for the background, pre-

experiment water content, taken from manufacturer calibration.  The second is the 

subsurface volume represented by the soil moisture measurements themselves.  We 

assumed that soil moisture outside the TDR grid, but within the sprinkled area, reacted 

similarly to the area measured by the probes.  There is a possibility of some flux of water 

outside of the sprinkled area due to capillary effects and subsurface flow paths controlled 

by bedrock topography diverting water from the sprinkled area.  Additional storage could 

have occured in the bedrock itself, which was likely unsaturated prior to the experiment.  

Our computed subsurface storage volumes were considered a minimum value of total 

subsurface storage.  Since calibration of the soil moisture probes was not conducted in 

the field, the factory calibration uncertainty in soil moisture readings were treated as 

systematic. 

 

4.4. Uncertainty accounting and estimation 
 We subdivided our uncertainty analysis into three categories: identification and 

quantification of measurement uncertainty of the instruments, propagation of the 

measurement uncertainty through the functional uses of the data, and propagation of 

measurement uncertainty through aggregated measures.  We define and describe the 

mathematical treatment of these terms below. 

4.4.1. Individual measurement uncertainty 
Measurement error is the uncertainty in the precision and accuracy of the field 

instrument.  The uncertainty in field measurements can be determined in a number of 

ways, including field calibration, manufacturer calibration, and expert opinion.  We 

utilized all of these sources for this experiment.  Hillslope and watershed discharge were 
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determined from field calibration of the stage discharge relationship.  Much of the 

meteorological data were not calibrated in the field, so the factory calibration 

uncertainties were used for each of the individual readings.  Some variables used in the 

extended analysis (pre-irrigation hillslope and watershed discharge) were not measured 

directly throughout the experiment, but were based on historical data.  We estimated the 

uncertainty of these variables based on expert opinion. 

Of these sources of error, there are two types: random and systematic error, as 

expressed as the precision and accuracy of the measurements.  Random errors include 

measurement errors that deviate randomly from the true observed value.  These errors are 

assumed to be evenly distributed above and below the true value and to some extent 

cancel each other out when aggregated to longer time periods and spatial scales.  

Systematic errors, on the other hand, can affect all measurements in the same direction 

(i.e. under or over prediction), and thus do not diminish with increasing the length of the 

data set.  For most of the field instruments, the manufacturer presents only one 

uncertainty estimate.  In this case, when a field calibration has not been made, this value 

is treated in the uncertainty analysis as both the systematic and random error.  In cases 

where a calibration has occurred, such as hillslope and catchment discharge, the 

systematic error (accuracy) is taken from the uncertainty of the calibration, while the 

random error (precision) is taken from the equipment measurement uncertainty.  Table 

4.1 lists source and type of uncertainty for each measurand.  

4.4.2. Error propagation 
Uncertainty in field measurements needs to be transferred through the functional 

uses of the data.  Because many of the measured variables, such as temperature and wind 

speed, are used nonlinearly to calculate the water balance components, such as CRET, a 

given uncertainty in the measured quantity affects the water balance component 

nonlinearly as well.  To account for this nonlinearity, uncertainties in measurements are 

propagated using the standard error propagation formula (Taylor, 1997). 

When propagating error, we first assumed that the individual instruments were 

independent from each other.  If q is a function of N variables: 

( )1,... Nq f x x=  (6) 
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where x has some random uncertainty δrxn and some systematic uncertainty δsxn, then 

uncertainty in each of the measured values is propagated through q by:  

( ) ( )2 2

s rq q qδ δ δ= +  (7) 

where δq is the propagated error in q, and  
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For example, transpiration is calculated following the empirical relationship 

developed by Granier (1987) in Equation 3.  Measured variables include the sapwood 

area (sa), the temperature difference between two thermocouples inserted into the 

sapwood (∆T) and the maximum daily temperature difference (∆TM).  The uncertainty in 

transpiration is then: 
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Complete propagation of error through the various formulae used in the calculation of the 

water balance components are presented in the appendix. 

4.4.3. Aggregated error 
When aggregating measurements from individual time steps to longer time scales 

(i.e. daily averages, whole experiment total fluxes) the type of measurement error, 

whether random or systematic, determines how the aggregation of the error is performed. 

Random errors, when aggregated, diminish with increasing size of the data set according 
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to 1/√T, where T is the number of data points (Taylor, 1997).  For random errors, the 

error of the aggregate is the sum of the squares.  If, for instance  
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and the error in x is random, the aggregated error is: 
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for measurand x from time 1:T.   

Systematic errors must be aggregated differently.  As persistent offsets or 

multipliers to the data, they act in an additive manner (Moncrieff et al., 1996) and do not 

diminish with increasing data set size.  When propagated, the error of the aggregate is the 

square of the sum: 
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for measurand x from time 1:T.  For values that aggregate over long time periods, with 

large T, the aggregated random error is dwarfed by the systematic error, as T becomes 

much larger than √T.  The appendix presents formulas for the aggregation of 

measurement uncertainties. 

 

4.5. Results 

4.5.1. Water Balance Components 

4.5.1.1. Inputs 
 Irrigation application was relatively constant for the 24.4 day experiment with the 

exception of four malfunctions in the timer apparatus which caused the irrigation to 

remain either on or off for a short period of time.  Irrigation began at 0530 hr on Julian 

Day 208 (27-July-05), and ended at 1412 hr, Julian Day 232 (20-August-05).  On 

midnight day 210 irrigation turned off for 9 hours and thereafter constant for the next 18 

days.  Sprinkler malfunctions occurred on days 228, 229 and 230. 
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 The weighted irrigation rate based on the 72 collection cups was 3.8 ± 3 mm/hr 

(Figure 4.3).  With a measured irrigated area of 172 ± 8 m2, the corresponding total 

application was 654 ± 33 L/hr.  Irrigation rates varied spatially due to both variations in 

the individual sprinkler heads application rates, and temporary obstructions (including 

vegetation and equipment) between sprinklers and measuring cups (SD = 3.3 mm/hr).  

This variability is more a measure of the spatial variability of application than a measure 

of application rate uncertainty.   

4.5.1.2. Outputs - lateral subsurface flow 
 Lateral subsurface flow measured at the trench responded quickly to irrigation, 

with a detectable rise in discharge within an hour of irrigation initiation (Figure 4.4).  

Lateral subsurface flow rose from a pre-irrigation daily average rate of 30 ± 1 L/hr to a 

steady state daily average value of 284 ± 20 L/hr within 5 days.  Before, during and after 

the experiment, a clear diel pattern in flow was evident.  Steady state discharge was 

maintained for 13 days, after which a series of sprinkler malfunctions increased discharge 

by over 30% for 3 days.  At the end of the irrigation, on Julian Day 232, the 

instantaneous lateral subsurface flow was 270 ± 16 L/hr.  After irrigation ceased, lateral 

subsurface flow returned to within 200% of pre experiment levels within 24 hours.  

Lateral subsurface flow for the duration of the experiment was 102543 ± 7451 L.  Lateral 

subsurface flow for the periods of the experiment plus five and ten days was 106156 ± 

8979 L and 107760 ± 10507 L respectively (Table 4.2).  

4.5.1.3. Outputs - WS10 discharge 
 WS10 discharge responded to irrigation similarly to the lateral subsurface flow 

measured at the hillslope trench (Figure 4.5).  The pre-irrigation WS10 recession slowed 

within one hour after the onset of irrigation.  After 5 hours, WS10 discharge then 

increased for the next 6 days of the experiment.  After day 6, WS10 discharge began to 

recede parallel to the master recession curve.  This was due to combined steady input 

from the irrigated hillslope and continued recession from the remaining area of the 

watershed.  Comparison to the master recession indicates an increase in discharge due to 

the sprinkling of 461 ± 115 L/hr during the period of steady state input.  The recession 

remained parallel to the master recession until the series of sprinkler malfunctions caused 
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an increase in discharge similar to that seen at the hillslope.  After cessation of the 

sprinkling, WS10 drainage was slower than observed at the trenched hillslope.  WS10 

discharge did not return to the master recession before a rain event 10 days after the end 

of irrigation.  Total increased discharge measured at the watershed outlet for the duration 

of the irrigation was 227829 ± 56847 L, with 250489 ± 67776 L and 260677 ± 78247 L 

for the irrigation plus 5 and 10 days drainage, respectively (Table 4.2). The uncertainty in 

the aggregated measures increased due to increased uncertainty in background watershed 

discharge at late time. 

4.5.1.4. Outputs - transpiration and canopy reference evapotranspiration 
 Transpiration from the dominant trees in the sprinkled area and canopy reference 

evapotranspiration both showed a strong diel pattern, during and after the irrigation 

experiment (Figure 4.6).  Sap flux averaged 0.8 ± 0.1 L/hr for the 9 instrumented trees, 

for a total sap flux of 9 ± 1 L/hr for the stand of trees on the instrumented hillslope.  The 

maximum instantaneous stand flux rate of 25 ± 2 L/hr typically occurred around early 

afternoon (1400 hr).  The mean and maximum flux rates remained constant before, 

during and after the experiment, suggesting that trees in the plot were not water stressed 

at the onset of irrigation.  Analysis of transpiration and water use patterns of vegetation 

during the experiment is discussed in Barnard et al. (submitted).  Transpiration for the 

duration of the experiment totaled 5,448 ± 343 L.  Transpiration for the period of the 

experiment +5 and +10 days was 6,456 ± 409 and 7,318 ± 470 L, respectively (Table 

4.2). 

CRET showed a steady decline from a high at the initiation of irrigation (36.0 ± 

1.3 L/hr – daily average) through the end of the experiment (33.5 ± 1.2 L/hr) and to 5 and 

10 days after the end of irrigation (30.4 ± 1.2 and 26.4 ± 1 L/hr, respectively) (Figure 

4.7).  This decline was influenced primarily by incoming net radiation, which declined 

throughout the monitoring period, due a decline in the daylight hours.  Since the soil 

remained wet and water supply was not likely the limiting factor for evapotranspiration, 

we assume that actual evapotranspiration equals canopy reference evapotranspiration 

during the experiment and afterwards.  Total evaporative losses for the duration of the 

experiment were estimated as 30055 ± 12692 L.  Evaporative losses for the period 
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extending 5 and 10 days afterwards were 35767 ± 15170 L and 41114 ± 17721 L, 

respectively (Table 4.2).  

4.5.1.5. Change in storage - soil moisture 
 Soil moisture followed the same general pattern as the hillslope and WS10 

discharge: a quick response to irrigation, then steady state, and a recession after the 

stoppage of irrigation on Julian Day 232 (Figure 4.8).  Initial soil volumetric water 

content averaged 8.6 ± 0.3% at the onset of irrigation.  TDR readings showed an initial 

increase in soil moisture in the upper 0.6 m in the first 30 min of irrigation.  Soil moisture 

at 0.6 -0.9 m increased after 90 min, and sensors below 0.9 m increased after 150 min.  

Soil moisture reached a steady state within 5-6 days (Julian Day 213-214), with the 

shallower depths reaching steady state more quickly than at depth.  Average profile 

volumetric water content during steady state was 20.2 ± 0.6%.  Steady state conditions 

persisted until day 228, when the first of the sprinkler malfunctions caused an increase in 

soil moisture.  After irrigation ceased on day 232, the soil profile drained quickly for the 

first 8 - 12 hours from a high of 21.5 ± 0.6%, followed by a slower, more sustained 

drainage for the duration of monitoring.  The upper soil layers drained most rapidly, with 

slower drainage at depth.  Average profile soil volumetric moisture dropped to 16.6 ± 

0.5% within 5 days, and 14.4 ± 0.4% within 10 days.  None of the five soil profiles 

returned to pre-irrigation levels by day 250, over 3 weeks after irrigation ceased. 

Flow into soil moisture storage (Qstorage) was calculated as: 

SQ SAd= ∆  (16) 

where ∆S is the difference in average soil column water content before the experiment 

and at the measurement time, A was the area sprinkled, and d was the average soil depth.  

The average soil depth on the sprinkled hillslope is 1.2 ± 0.1 m, and the area sprinkled 

was 172 ± 8 m2.  This formula assumes that the depth of soil storage is equivalent to the 

soil depth (i.e. the bedrock is saturated), and the aerial extent is equivalent to the 

sprinkled area (i.e. no lateral spreading parallel to the trench).  At steady state, the total 

soil storage is estimated at 41693 ± 4208 L.  At the end of irrigation, after the series of 

sprinkler malfunctions, total storage was 44,376 ± 4479 L.  Total profile storage declined 

to 34,324 ± 3465 L and 29,784 ± 3006 L after 5 and 10 days, respectively (Table 4.2).  
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4.5.2. Partitioning of the water balance 

4.5.2.1. The water balance at steady state 
 The steady state water balance was split into 4 components: lateral subsurface 

flow collected by the hillslope trench, deep seepage and bypass flow that missed the 

hillslope trench and was measured at the WS10 outlet, transpiration, and 

evapotranspiration.  Soil moisture storage was omitted from the steady state water 

balance because it was assumed to be constant during the steady state conditions.  Steady 

state rates were calculated as the average values for the period Julian Day 219 through 

226.  The uncertainty in each of the averaged values was calculated using the error 

propagation formulas in the appendix.  This period was after the system reached steady 

state, as evidenced by steady lateral subsurface flow, soil moisture storage, and WS10 

discharge, and did not include the period of sprinkler malfunctions.   

 At steady state, the irrigation rate was 659 ± 33 L/hr (Table 1).  The discharge at 

the WS10 outlet, corrected with the master recession, was 461 ± 115 L/hr (70 ± 17%), 

which includes 284 ± 20 L/hr (43 ± 3%) increased lateral subsurface flow measured at 

the hillslope trench.  Evapotranspiration was estimated at 50 ± 21 L/hr (8 ± 3%), of which 

9 ± 1 L/hr (1 ± 0.2%) was measured as sapflow.  Flow measured at the watershed, 

hillslope trench, sapflow and evapotranspiration account for 511 ± 121 L/hr, or 76 ± 18% 

of the irrigated water during steady state conditions.  

4.5.2.2. Cumulative water balance 
 Cumulative flow volumes for each component were compared to the total 

irrigated volume for the duration of irrigation, the duration + 5 days, and the duration +10 

days (Table 1).  The uncertainty in each of the aggregated values was calculated using the 

error propagation formulas in the appendix.  Total irrigation volume applied was 394000 

± 19700 L.  Total flow measured at the watershed, corrected for the master recession, was 

58 ± 14, 64 ± 17 and 66 ± 20% of irrigation, which includes 26 ± 2, 27 ± 2 and 27 ± 3% 

lateral subsurface flow from the hillslope for the duration of irrigation, +5 days and +10 

days, respectively.  Canopy reference evaporation accounted for 8 ± 3, 9 ± 4 and 10 ± 4% 

of the irrigated amount for the three time periods, respectively, which includes 1 ± 0.2, 2 

± 0.2, and 2 ± 0.2% from forest transpiration.  Net flow into soil moisture accounted for 7 
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± 0.4, 4 ± 0.4 and 3 ± 0.4% of irrigation for the three time periods, respectively, 

decreasing as the soil drained after sprinkling ceased.  The total mass accounted for are 

then 72 ± 16, 77 ± 18 and 79 ± 21% from these 5 sources for the 3 time periods. 

 

4.6. Discussion 

4.6.1. New process understanding 

4.6.1.1. Hillslope scale storage discharge relationship 
 The hysteretic nature of the soil moisture release curve has been acknowledged 

for nearly 80 years (Jaynes, 1990).  Hysteretic loops also exist in the storage discharge 

relationship at the hillslope scale (Beven, 2006a; Ewen and Birkinshaw, 2007; Kendall et 

al., 1999; Seibert et al., 2003).  This hysteresis, a signal of the non-singular relationship 

between hillslope storage and hillslope discharge, has been attributed to the connection – 

disconnection of subsurface saturated areas (i.e. (Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell, 

2006) aggregated hysteresis in the core scale soil characteristics (Beven, 2006a), the 

activation of preferential flow pathways (McDonnell, 1990), and the transition between 

different flow processes (Ewen and Birkinshaw, 2007).   

We observed a hysteretic relationship between storage and lateral subsurface flow 

was observed in this experiment.  Soil moisture storage and hillslope and watershed 

discharge all responded very quickly to irrigation, while transpiration and evaporation 

remained steady and relatively unchanging throughout.  We interpret the muted response 

of transpiration and canopy reference evapotranspiration to the irrigation to be due to the 

lack of water stress experienced by the vegetation (for detailed discussion see Barnard et 

al. (submitted).  Lateral subsurface flow increased by 34% within 1 hour of irrigation, 

WS10 discharge increased 10% within 32 hours, and profile average soil moisture 

storage increased by over 200% within the first 3 hours of irrigation.  During the wetup, 

hillslope and watershed discharge were well correlated with soil moisture storage.  The 

sprinkler malfunction on day 210, where irrigation ceased for 9 hours, is seen in both the 

lateral subsurface flow and the soil moisture, especially in the shallow depths.  This 

suggests a tight connection between the shallow soil and discharge, consistent with the 
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findings of lateral subsurface flow at permeability discontinuities in the soil profiles 

(noted at 30 and 70 cm depth by Harr, 1977). 

 Following the termination of irrigation, the coupling between storage, hillslope 

subsurface flow and WS10 discharge weakened.  While lateral subsurface flow recessed 

very quickly, declining 90% within 50 minutes, the WS10 discharge recessed more 

slowly.  WS10 discharge remained more than 10% above steady state for more than 5 

days, though at this point the discharge was within the uncertainty bounds of the 

background.  The soil moisture storage exhibited a bimodal recession, with a quick, short 

drop in profile average soil moisture, followed by a slow recession for the duration of 

monitoring.  Though the profile average soil moisture storage dropped quickly after the 

end of irrigation, the drop was not very large (<10%).  The recession of soil moisture 

after this initial drop, when the largest pores were emptied, was very gradual.  Average 

profile storage remained over 300% pre-event levels at the end of monitoring, 10 days 

after the end of the experiment (Figure 4.8).  The magnitude of the rapid recession was 

negatively correlated with the soil depth on the hillslope, consistent with the findings of 

Ranken (1974), who found that the macroporosity declines with depth at the site.  During 

the recession, soil moisture storage was not correlated with either the WS10 discharge or 

the hillslope subsurface flow, demonstrating a complex hysteretic relationship between 

the soil moisture storage and hillslope and watershed discharge. 

 A strong counterclockwise hysteretic relationship between storage and lateral 

subsurface flow was observed during the irrigation experiment (Figure 4.9).  At the 

WS10 scale, however, no clear hysteretic relationship was observed (Figure 4.10).  This 

was due to the rapid recession of the lateral subsurface flow, and the slower recession in 

the discharge, when compared with the soil moisture.  Although somewhat masked by the 

strong diel signal seen in the discharge, there appears to be a singular relationship 

between watershed discharge and hillslope storage.  Paradoxically, the sprinkler 

malfunction during day 208 is easily seen in the lateral subsurface flow, but not in the 

WS10 discharge.  One possible explanation for this anomalous behavior is the transition 

between vertical and lateral subsurface flow.  During irrigation, the infiltration capacity 

of the underlying bedrock is reached, and lateral subsurface flow is initiated.  Later, as 

irrigation ceases, lateral subsurface flow ceases as vertical fluxes drop lower than the 
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infiltration rate of the bedrock.  This would result in a quick reduction in lateral 

subsurface flow as observed at the hillslope during the sprinkler malfunction and after 

irrigation had ceased.  Infiltration into the bedrock, and correspondingly high stream 

discharge (as measured at WS10 outlet) would remain relatively high, as the soil drained, 

now predominantly vertically.  This would result in a singular relationship between 

storage and stream discharge, as observed. 

 This suggests that the hysteretic relationship between storage and flow could be a 

measure of the relative contributions of lateral and vertical flow.  If a system is 

dominated by lateral flow, with minimal bedrock leakage at the site of monitoring (either 

a system underlain by relatively impermeable bedrock, or at larger scales, where 

streamflow is thought to be much greater than deep seepage), then little hysteresis would 

be expected to be observed.  On the other hand, a system where leakage is a significant 

component of the water balance (such as this hillslope, see below), a strong hysteretic 

pattern would be expected, as high bedrock infiltration rates are exceeded only during 

large events or high intensity rainfall.  The observed hysteretic response observed by 

others at the watershed scale (Beven, 2006a; Ewen and Birkinshaw, 2007) then suggests 

that their watersheds are not watertight, and deep seepage may be a significant 

component of the water balance. 

4.6.1.2. Bedrock flow contribution to hillslope hydrology 

Transient flow through the near surface bedrock has been observed at a number of 

field sites (Katsura et al., 2008; Katsuyama et al., 2005; Montgomery et al., 1997; Tromp-

van Meerveld et al., 2006).  While the reemergence of water lost to bedrock at the 

hillslope scale has sometimes been observed downstream (Montgomery et al., 1997), 

generally, the fate of this water, its interaction with shallow lateral subsurface flow paths, 

and the time in which it takes to reach the stream channel are unclear and poorly 

understood.   

Previous WS10 hillslope storm monitoring of lateral subsurface flow by McGuire 

et al. (2007) reported that the hillslope area defined by the collection trench placement, 

(upslope contributing area of 1.7% of the watershed), contributes 2% of the annual 

catchment discharge.  Assuming small uncertainty in the upslope contributing area, this 
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indicates that the majority of the water falling on the hillslope is observed in the trench.  

During the irrigation experiment, however, lateral subsurface flow was underrepresented 

in the water balance (26 ± 2% of irrigation).    While irrigation was confined to the area 

near the trench (< 20 m upslope), and a 1 m buffer was placed on each side to minimize 

flow bypassing to the right or left of the trench, the majority of water measured in the 

stream at the WS10 outlet was not observed in the trench.  The hillslope trench, while not 

assumed to be watertight, is designed to minimize leakage, and thus is expected to 

capture the vast majority of the lateral subsurface flow at the hillslope base.   

Two possible sources of this bypass are hypothesized: leakage below the hillslope 

trench, and flow routing around (likely down valley) of the hillslope trench.  While it is 

often assumed that the bedrock is effectively impermeable during hillslope 

experimentation and monitoring (e.g. Freer et al., 2002; Mosley, 1979), recent evidence 

has shown that significantly permeable bedrock is the rule, rather than the exception at 

steep, forested hillslopes (Katsura et al., 2008; Katsuyama et al., 2005; Montgomery et 

al., 1997; Tromp-van Meerveld et al., 2006).  Leakage at the hillslope scale and 

reemergence at the catchment scale is a possible explanation for the high discrepancies 

often seen between hillslope and catchment runoff ratios (e.g. Woods and Rowe, 1996).  

At steady state, the difference in the hillslope and WS10 discharge, (the amount of water 

bypassing the hillslope trench) averaged 177 ± 116 L/hr.  If we assume that this water 

bypassed the hillslope trench by infiltrating into the bedrock, across the wetted cross 

sectional area, this would correspond to a leakage rate of 1.1 ± 0.6 mm/hr.  While 

significant, these rates are well below the measured hydraulic conductivities of other 

steep, forested hillslopes (~5 mm/hr (Graham et al., in review; Tromp-van Meerveld et 

al., 2006)). 

An alternative explanation for the low recovery at the hillslope trench is bypass 

down valley of the trench.  While the irrigated area was delineated to drain downslope 

and into the trench, some uncertainties remain in locations of the dominant flowpath in 

the subsurface.  Studies elsewhere have shown that bedrock topography is often a first 

order control on flow routing (Freer et al., 2002; Graham et al., in review).  Analysis of 

soil depth measurements at the site indicates a relatively planar bedrock surface, parallel 

to the soil surface.  However, the spatial scale of the bedrock features that can control 
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routing can be very small, on the order of cm (Graham et al., in review).  The map of soil 

depth was made on a 1 m grid (van Verseveld, 2006), and likely did not capture these 

small scale features.  Some evidence of down valley flow routing around the hillslope 

trench was observed in the form of bank seepage downstream of the trench, though the 

observed seepage was a small fraction (estimated <10%) of the lateral subsurface flow.   

The first explanation, bedrock leakage, is inconsistent with the findings of 

McGuire et al. (2007), who showed that the runoff ratio for the hillslope was consistent 

with that of the watershed.  However, their estimate of the runoff ratio for the hillslope 

was dependent on an accurate assessment of the upslope contributing area, an easily 

calculated but very imprecise measure at the hillslope scale.  Woods and Rowe (1997) 

demonstrated that small uncertainties in topography measurements greatly affected the 

upslope contributing area for a hillslope trench system.  Additionally, if bedrock rather 

than surface topography controls flow routing, further uncertainties arise. 

4.6.1.3. On the consequences of water balance losses 
In attempting to close the water balance, we measured six components – 

precipitation lateral subsurface flow, watershed discharge, changes in sol moisture 

storage, evaporation and transpiration.  Often, only two (precipitation and discharge, or 

precipitation and evaporation) or three (precipitation, discharge and evaporation) 

components are measured, and the residual is attributed to either evaporation or changes 

in storage.  However, two more water balance components that are difficult to measure 

are generally ignored – deep seepage and changes in bedrock storage. 

During and immediately after the irrigation experiment, a significant amount of 

the irrigation was not accounted for.  The amount of unaccounted water decreased as the 

measurement time increased, declining from 28 ± 16% at the end of the experiment, to 23 

± 18% after five days drainage, to 20 ± 21% after ten days drainage.  The uncertainty in 

the remainder correspondingly increased, primarily due to increased uncertainty in the 

WS10 master recession.  A natural rainfall event occurred 10 days after the experiment, 

preventing further monitoring.  Accounting for this “missing” water is necessary for the 

closing of the water balance.  Two possible explanations are presented: storage in the 

bedrock and deep seepage below the watershed 10 weir. 
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In the calculation of the storage component of the water balance above, it was 

assumed that the storage was confined to the soil horizon.  When accounting for the 

discrepancy between the hillslope and watershed recovery, however, we hypothesized 

that leakage through the bedrock was a significant flowpath.  If we assume that flow 

through the bedrock is significant, and further assume that the bedrock was unsaturated 

prior to irrigation (reasonable due to 10+ days of antecedent drainage time before 

irrigation), it is reasonable to argue that increased water storage during the irrigation 

experiment was non-trivial.  Storage in the bedrock that would drain and contribute to 

WS10 discharge, but not lateral subsurface flow (as that was dominated by shallow flow 

in the soil profile), would account for the rapid decline in lateral subsurface flow and the 

slow recession in the WS10 discharge.  As the bedrock drains, releasing water into the 

stream channel, a component that is not measured (bedrock storage) decreases, while a 

component that is measured (WS10 discharge) remains high.  This would lead to an 

increased mass recovery through time.  This explanation does not account for the 

remaining 20% that was unaccounted for after ten days of drainage, when it would be 

assumed that the bedrock had returned to the level prior to the experiment (also with 10 

days drainage), though the high uncertainty in this value precludes a strong statement. 

Deep seepage to groundwater and flow in the bedrock aquifer underneath the 

WS10 gauging station could account for the remaining water missing from the water 

balance.  Similar to the hypothesized leakage under the hillslope trench due to permeable 

bedrock, leakage either underneath or around the watershed weir could account for a 

significant portion of the water balance during this experiment.  Recent modeling work in 

other HJA watersheds has suggested that deep seepage is a significant part of the water 

balance.  Waichler et al. (2005) modeled the nearby Watersheds 1, 2, and 3 at the H. J. 

Andrews using a distributed conceptual model of hillslope processes (DHSVM), and 

concluded that evapotranspiration could not account for the differences between 

measured inputs (P) and outflows (Q).  The discrepancy was attributed to deep seepage 

bypass flow past the catchment gauging.  This bypass was a significant portion, 12%, of 

the annual water balance, and especially concentrated at the wet, winter months.  These 

estimates are similar to the observed missing water after 10 days drainage. 
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The possibility that up to 20% of precipitation is being held in potentially large, 

low permeability bedrock, and another 12% is being transmitted past the weirs via deep 

bedrock flowpaths has considerable implications for catchment scale water transit times.  

If water held as groundwater is subsequently draining below weirs at watershed outlets, 

the isotopic and chemical signature of this old water is likely not being expressed in the 

stream discharge, resulting in an under-estimate of water age at this scale.  Consequently, 

reported estimates of a mean transit time of ~one year at this site are likely skewed since 

they only consider surface waters (McGuire et al., 2005).  Additionally, the subsurface 

flow under the WS10 weir would result in an underestimate of the flows from the 

watershed, as suggested by Waichler et al. (2005). 

4.6.2. Relationship of our hillslope irrigation to natural events 
Analysis of the 50 year (1954 – 2004) rainfall record at the HJA reveals how the 

irrigation scheme employed during this experiment compares to natural events at the field 

site.  Winter rainfall is characterized by long, low intensity storms.  With storms defined 

as continuous rainfall with no breaks longer than 24 hours, storms longer than 24 days 

have a return period of 10 years.  Our irrigation intensity averaged 3.8 mm/hr.  The return 

period for an event that averages 3.8 mm/hour for 2 days is 8 years, while the return 

period for an event averaging 3.8 mm/hour for 4 days is greater than the length of the 

data record (>50 years).  Thus, the likelihood of an event that averages the applied rate 

for the duration (24 days) is exceedingly unlikely.  In fact, the applied water volume 

(2290 mm) is nearly equivalent to the annual rainfall (2300 mm).  The rainfall amount 

before steady state conditions were achieved (~5 days at 3.8 mm/hr, or 456 mm), was 

also high, falling in the outer range seen in the field.  In the 50 years of gauging, only 14 

storms (0.6%) had more than 450 mm total precipitation.  On the other hand, for events 

falling during winter and spring (n = 1184), the average time between events was 2.7 

days.  From the watershed discharge and soil moisture measurements made in this 

experiment, this is likely not a long enough drainage time to return to pre-event 

conditions.  This can also be seen in the continuous high baseflow seen in the WS10 

discharge throughout the winter.  The conditions during the irrigation were similar to 

those seen after fall wet up, during the longer, low intensity events. 
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Three of the water balance components are likely overestimated due to the nature 

of the irrigation application: evapotranspiration, hillslope subsurface flow and catchment 

discharge.  Evapotranspiration was overestimated if compared to the rate occurring 

during an event, while underestimated in comparison with the annual water budget.  

While the irrigation occurred in late July through August, when potential transpiration is 

at its peak, the time of highest natural rainfall is generally when the trees are dormant, 

and the evapotranspiration drivers are at their minimum.  This suggests that the steady 

state transpiration and CRET rates estimated during this experiment are likely an 

overestimate of rates seen during the long, late season events observed in the field.  

However, the fraction of the annual water balance occupied by ET is likely higher than 

that measured during the irrigation experiment, due to evapotranspiration from water 

stored in the soil profile during the long, dry summers at the site.   

During the experiment, canopy transpiration was a small component of ET, 

~10%.  This was likely an underestimation of normal summertime conditions.  ET rates 

were assumed to be high, equal to the CRET, due to the very wet conditions near the 

ground surface during the irrigation experiment.  This provided a constant source of 

water for evaporation during the experiment.  Normally, during the late summer, the 

upper soil dries out, and evaporation is suppressed, especially at the HJA, where the high 

permeability soils allow for rapid drainage.  During this time, when bare soil evaporation 

is suppressed, transpiration likely remains at a high level, as evidenced by the high 

transpiration rates at the initiation of the experiment.  The large trees on the plot would be 

expected to draw from either the tightly held water near the surface, or from the wetter 

areas at depth.  During the winter, on the other hand, when the soil is wet and evaporation 

repression due to soil moisture deficit should not be a factor, the potential rates are lower 

for both transpiration and bare soil evaporation due to lower radiation and vapor pressure 

deficit drivers. 

Lateral subsurface flow is also likely overestimated in the irrigation experiment, 

especially for small events, due to the length of time (~5 days) needed for steady state 

conditions to be reached with regards to lateral subsurface flow.  A threshold relationship 

between precipitation and discharge has been observed at the site.  During irrigation, this 
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threshold was quickly reached, leading to higher runoff ratios than would be expected for 

small storms. 

4.6.3. Measurement uncertainty and undermining the science 
After propagation from the various sources of measurement, the uncertainty in 

many of the water balance components was large, up to 20% (WS10 increased discharge) 

of the total component flux for the duration of the experiment.  While perhaps alarming, 

these are due to real uncertainties in the assumptions and measurements used in the 

calculations.  For instance, the uncertainty in the exponent in the WS10 master recession 

curve alone was 15%, though this value was chosen to encompass only 80% of the 3 year 

watershed discharge measurements.  To encompass 90%, the increase in the uncertainty 

of the recession coefficient would have to increase to 50%, with a corresponding increase 

in overall WS10 discharge uncertainty.   

The evaporation measures showed a similarly large uncertainty, up to 43% 

(Experiment + 5 days drainage).  This high uncertainty is due to two factors: 

measurement uncertainty, and the way we classify the uncertainty.  The measurement 

uncertainty was small for most of the sensors, between 1-5% of the readings.  For wind 

speed, however, the instrument accuracy was within ± 0.2 m/s.  Wind speeds on the 

hillslope were within 0 -0.4 m/s for 94% of the monitoring period.  This leads to 

enormous uncertainty in the evaporation measurements, though the effect was somewhat 

mitigated by the relative unimportance of wind speed in the final calculations (see 

appendix for the wind speed contribution to uncertainty).   

The other, larger factor in the uncertainty is the treatment of the errors.  Since a 

calibration of the meteorological sensors was not performed in the field, it was 

impossible to determine whether the sensors were accurate.  Therefore, the accuracy of 

the sensors was taken as the factory level uncertainty, and propagated as systematic error.  

Systematic errors are propagated as the square of sums, rather than the sum of squares.  

For a given, aggregation of N measurements, 
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where δxn is the uncertainty in measurement xn.  For the aggregated estimate of 

evaporation where measurements were taken every 15 minutes, or 96 times daily, 2304 

readings were aggregated to determine the total experiment flux.  For an instrument with 

equal systematic and random error then, the aggregated systematic error for the duration 

of the experiment would be 2304 or 48 times larger than the random error.  While 

some systematic errors are unavoidable, such as the wetted area measurements, or the 

calculation of the background watershed discharge, elimination or reduction of 

systematic errors should be the focus of experimental design.  Random errors, while still 

a concern, are shown to be a much smaller component of the uncertainty. 

4.6.3.1. On undermining field hydrology 
Beven (2006b) has been challenged about undermining hydrological science by 

overemphasizing model uncertainty.  Nevertheless, a generally positive response to his 

paper suggests that a rigorous, honest assessment of model uncertainty is considered a 

positive development by the scientific hydrological community, despite the concerns it 

may confuse or discourage shareholders (Andréassian et al., 2007; Hall et al., 2007; 

Mantovan and Todini, 2006; Montanari, 2007; Sivakumar, 2008).  A similar concern 

might be raised for a rigorous analysis of uncertainty in experimental hydrology, 

especially in field campaigns, where measurement and process uncertainty have the 

potential to be large compared to the measurements.  Indeed, in this experiment, the 

uncertainties in the residual of the water balance are of greater magnitude than the 

residual in some cases, calling into question whether a residual exists at all.  Did we 

measure all of the water and not notice it?  How can our measured fluxes have a total 

uncertainty of over 82,000 liters (82 m3), or 20% of the application?  How does this 

impact our conclusions (namely that the system responds quickly, that flow through the 

bedrock is a significant component at the hillslope scale, and that deep seepage and 

bypass flow through the bedrock may be a significant component at the watershed scale)? 

The presented uncertainty, while significant, did not impact our conclusions on 

some of the observed processes.  The dynamics of hillslope and catchment response with 

respect to storage have little to do with the uncertainty in the measurements, as the 

uncertainty does not include the possibility that no response occurred.  Additionally, the 
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uncertainty in the instantaneous measurements of hillslope and watershed response 

suggests that the evidence of bedrock flow is robust.  The evidence for deep seepage at 

the watershed scale, and bypass of the weir is tempered, however.  The uncertainty in the 

deep seepage / deep storage (the residual of the water balance) after 10 days drainage 

encompasses the estimate, which precludes the conclusion that we have strong evidence 

that deep seepage / deep storage exists.  However, the uncertainty also allows for the 

possibility that deep seepage is a much larger proportion of the water balance (up to 41%) 

than previously predicted (12%; Waichler et al., 2005). 

The rigorous analysis of the uncertainties allows for identification of weaknesses 

in study design and implementation.  While it is unpleasant to identify the weaknesses in 

one’s experiment and to quantify the uncertainties in the results, this analysis allows for a 

better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the work.  In this case, the need 

for onsite calibration of field instrumentation is highlighted, to turn the potentially 

systematic measurement errors into less significant random errors.  The development of 

better methodology for determining the master recession, perhaps using correlations 

developed with nearby instrumented catchments, would also serve greatly to reduce the 

uncertainty in the increase in watershed discharge, and increase the strengths of the 

observations. 

Finally, the explicit presentation of the uncertainty will help in model 

development and evaluation.  As the identification and incorporation of input uncertainty 

into hydrological models becomes standard practice, the uncertainties in reference data 

sets will be required.  Without this explicit uncertainty analysis, modelers are often 

required to either completely trust the data sets that they calibrate their models to, or 

arbitrarily assign an uncertainty bound based on estimates of measurement precision, 

typical bounds for similar systems, stochastic assignment of errors or the modelers 

inherent level of trust of the experimentalist.  While these methods are all valid for 

certain circumstances, a quantitative analysis is likely preferred. 

 

4.7. Conclusions 
This experiment demonstrated the relative importance of the four water balance 

components at this scale: soil moisture storage, deep seepage to groundwater, lateral 
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subsurface flow, both parallel and perpendicular to the stream channel, and 

evapotranspiration. Additionally this experiment highlighted some of the difficulties in 

closing the water balance at the hillslope scale.  Deep seepage to groundwater, which 

bypassed both the hillslope trench and a gauging station downstream, is a large 

component of the water balance, accounting for up to 24% of the irrigated water at steady 

state.  While much of this water was later measured at the watershed outlet, the loss to 

groundwater was estimated at 12% 10 days after the end of the experiment.  

Measurement of evaporation and transpiration allowed us to determine the maximum 

possible amount of evapotranspiration and to estimate this deep seepage.  In order to 

quantify the deep seepage component of the water balance more precisely, methods need 

to be developed to directly measure fluxes through and below the soil profile. 
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4.9. Appendix: Derivation of propagated error formulas 
The derivations of the functional propagation of the measurement uncertainty for the five 

components of the water balance are below.  For notational simplicity, the systematic and 

random errors are not differentiated when the functional response to the errors is the 

same, such as in the soil moisture, meteorological and transpiration measurements.  For 

the hillslope and watershed discharge measurements, the two are differentiated.  The 

measurement uncertainty in variable x is expressed as δx. 
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4.9.1. Increase in lateral subsurface flow 

Lateral subsurface flow, as measured at the hillslope trench, appeared to be steady at a 

constant rate of 12 L/hr at the beginning of the experiment.  The increase in lateral 

subsurface flow was the expressed as: 

,exphill hill oQ Q Q= −  (A1) 

where Qhill,exp is the increase in lateral subsurface flow due to the experiment, Qhill is the 

instantaneous lateral subsurface flow measurement, and Qo is the background, pre-event 

discharge.  The uncertainty in Qhill,exp is a function of the uncertainty in Qhill and Qo: 
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The total uncertainty for instantaneous measurements of lateral subsurface flow is then: 

( ) ( )2 2

,exphilll hill oQ Q Qδ δ δ= +  (A5) 

For determining the total increase in lateral subsurface flow over N measurements (i.e. 

total experimental lateral subsurface flow): 
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Since the uncertainties in the individual measurements are assumed to be random, and the 

uncertainty in the background discharge is considered systematic, the total uncertainty for 

summed measurements of lateral subsurface flow is then: 
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4.9.2. Increase in watershed discharge 

The increase in watershed discharge is expressed as 

,exp
c

t
T

WS WS oQ Q Q e
−

= −  (A9) 

where QWS,exp is the increase in watershed discharge due to the experiment, QWS is the 

instantaneous watershed discharge measurement, and c
t
T

oQ e
−

 is the expected watershed 

discharge derived from the mater recession analysis.  The uncertainty in instantaneous 

measurements of QWS,exp is a function of uncertainty in QWS, Qo and Tc.   
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The total uncertainty for instantaneous measurements of watershed discharge is then: 
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For determining the total increase in lateral subsurface flow over N measurements: 
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Since the uncertainties in the individual measurements are assumed to be random, and the 

uncertainty in the background discharge is considered systematic, a function of the 
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parameters Qo and Tc, the total uncertainty for summed measurements of lateral 

subsurface flow is then: 

2 2
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4.9.3. Transpiration 

Stand level transpiration is the sum of the 9 instrumented trees.  Transpiration is 

measured from each tree using the empirical formula (Granier, 1987): 
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where sapwood area, sa, the daily maximum temperature difference, ∆TM and the 

instantaneous temperature difference, ∆T, for n trees.  Stand level transpiration is then 
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All variables exhibit random and systematic uncertainty.  Since the probes were not 

calibrated onsite, the random and systematic uncertainties are equivalent.  The error in QT 

is then 
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Without onsite calibration of temperature sensors or sapflow estimates, we must assume 

that the uncertainties in temperature measurements are stationary.  Sapwood depth 

measurements are by definition stationary, as the values used are repeated for all sapflow 

estimates.  The uncertainties between trees, however, are considered random.  Therefore, 

the aggregated stand level transpiration uncertainty is: 
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4.9.4. CRET 

Canopy reference evapotranspiration was calculated using the Penman-Monteith 

equation and is dependent on five measurements: Net radiation, Rn, relative humidity, 

RH, air temperature T, and wind speed, u, and two estimated parameters a, the proportion 

of incoming net radiation reflected from the ground surface and rc, the canopy resistance: 
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where ∆(Τ), the derivative of the saturated vapor pressure curve, is an exponential 

function of temperature, es(T), the saturation vapor pressure curve, is an exponential 

function of temperature, and ra is a function of wind speed.  Additionally, G is assumed 

to be aRn, where a is a cefficient with uncertainty δa.  The uncertainty in CRET is then: 
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where  
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where es(T), T* and T′ are all constants. 
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Since there was no onsite calibration, all uncertainty is treated as systematic. 

4.9.5. Soil Moisture 

Soil Moisture was measured in 57 TDR probe sections, and the relative change in soil 

moisture storage (∆S) is a weighted average of the individual measurements (Sn) taken at 

times i and j: 
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where z  is the average soil depth of the wetted area, A is the wetted area, and zn is the 

depth sampled by the probe section.  No uncertainty is assumed in the sampling depth 

(zn).  The uncertainty in the individual readings of soil moisture storage are assumed to be 

random.  The error δ∆S is then: 
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The error in the change in soil moisture profile soil moisture is then: 
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4.11. Tables 

Table 4.1 Measurands used in calculation of water balance components and their 
estimated random and systematic errors.  The sources of the uncertainty estimates are 
either factory reported accuracy and precision or our estimates of measurement 
uncertainty. 

Water Balance 
Component 

Measurand Random  
Uncertainty 

Systematic 
Uncertainty 

Precipitation Precipitation rate  ± 1 mm/hr  
(std dev rainfall rate) 

 Rainfall volume ± 1 ml 
(estimate) 

 

 Wetted area (A) ± 8 m2 
(estimate) 

± 8 m2 
(estimate) 

Lateral subsurface 
flow 

Stage (s) ± 0.25 mm  
(factory) 

± 0.0034 L/s 
(calibration) 

WS10 discharge Stage (s) ± 0.3 mm 
(factory) 

± 3.6% 
(calibration) 

Transpiration Temperature (T) ± 0.2 C 
(estimate) 

± 0.2 C 
(estimate) 

 Sapwood depth (sa) ± 1 mm 
(estimate) 

± 1 mm 
(estimate) 

CRET Temperature (T) ± 0.4 C 
(factory) 

± 0.4 C 
(factory) 

 Wind speed (u) ± 0.2 m/s 
(factory) 

± 0.2 m/s 
(factory) 

 Ground heat flux 
coefficient (a) 

± 100% 
(estimate) 

± 100% 
(estimate) 

 Incoming net 
radiation (Rn) 

± 6% 
(factory) 

± 6% 
(factory) 

 Relative humidity 
(RH) 

± 2-3% 
(factory) 

± 2-3% 
(factory) 

 Wetted area (A) ± 8 m2 
(estimate) 

± 8 m2 
(estimate) 

Soil Moisture Volumetric water 
content (S) 

± 3% 
(factory) 

± 3% 
 (factory) 

 Wetted area (A) ± 8 m2 
(estimate) 

± 8 m2 
(estimate) 
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Table 4.2 Water balance components with propagated uncertainty. 
 

Water Balance 
Component 

Steady 
State 
(L/hr) 

Entire Irrigation 
Experiment (L) 

Irrigation + 5 
days (L) 

Irrigation + 10 
Days (L) 

Irrigation 659 ± 33 394,000 ± 19,700 394,000 ± 19,700 394,000 ± 19,700 
Hill 284 ± 20 102,543 ± 7,451 106,156 ± 8,979 107,760 ± 10,507 

WS10 461 ± 115 252,125 ± 48,035 275,523 ± 56,935 295,781 ± 65,578 
Transpiration 9 ± 1 5,448 ± 343 6,456 ± 409 7,318 ± 470 

CRET 50 ± 21 30,055 ± 12,692 35,767 ± 15,170 41,114 ± 17,721 
∆ Storage 0 25,837 ± 1,565 15,718 ± 1,560 11,438 ± 1,559 

P-WS10-E-∆S 148 ± 121 85,983 ± 53,469 66,992 ± 62,147 45,667 ± 70,746 
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4.12. Figures  

Figure 4.1 Map of study site with outline of irrigated area.  24 TDR rods, meteorological 
station and instrumented trees are labeled. 
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Figure 4.2 WS10 2002 – 2004 summer recession and calibrated master recession.  Daily 
average discharge was used for calibration, and periods where rainfall diverted the 
discharge from the natural recession were eliminated. 
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Figure 4.3 Precipitation rates from 72 cups.  A weighted average was used to determine 
the experiment irrigation rate. 
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Figure 4.4 Irrigation and lateral subsurface flow (black) with uncertainty bounds (grey) 
measured at the hillslope trench.  Dashed line is background flow rate. 
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Figure 4.5 Irrigation, WS10 discharge and master recession, with uncertainty bounds.  
Note increased uncertainty at late time as irrigation progresses. 
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Figure 4.6 Transpiration with uncertainty bounds measured from 9 trees on site for 
duration of experiment (a) and during steady state (b).  Transpiration declines throughout 
experiment. 
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Figure 4.7 CRET with uncertainty bounds for experiment duration (a) and during steady 
state conditions.  CRET was relatively insensitive to irrigation. 
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Figure 4.8 Volumetric water content (a) and profile averaged volumetric water content 
with error bounds (b).  Note the rapid recession of the shallower depths (0-30 cm), and 
the rapid response to sprinkler malfunction on day 210. 
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Figure 4.9 Lateral subsurface flow measured at the hillslope trench vs. hillslope average 
volumetric water content.  Hysteretic loops in a counterclockwise fashion. 
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Figure 4.10 WS10 discharge minus background vs. hillslope average volumetric water 
content. 
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5. Conclusions 
 

5.1. Summary of main thesis findings 
Basic questions remain regarding the subsurface structure and dominant flow 

processes operating at the hillslope scale.  In particular, the search for macroscale laws to 

describe hillslope scale properties has not progressed since Dooge (1986).  This thesis has 

described a combined macroscale measurement and modeling approach, with an 

emphasis on uncertainty analysis, to determine dominant hillslope scale processes at two 

instrumented, steep forested hillslopes. 

In Chapter 2, we showed that flow is dominated by rapid lateral subsurface flow 

isolated at the soil bedrock interface.  Contrary to prior expectations, flow through 

macropores or the soil matrix was an insignificant component of lateral subsurface flow, 

and the soil profile served mainly as a conduit for vertical flow.  Additionally, the 

bedrock at the site, long considered effectively impermeable, was shown to be semi-

permeable.  Water balance component analysis of the hillslope and a nearby instrumented 

catchment indicated that vertical percolation into the bedrock was a significant 

component of the water balance, similar to the observations at the WS10 hillslope in 

Chapter 5.   

In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that a simple, low dimensional model of 

subsurface flow processes was able to capture the dynamics of hillslope flow and 

transport, including macroscale threshold behaviors.  The model was then used to 

determine the controls on the threshold behavior seen in the modeling and at many 

instrumented hillslopes and catchments.  Our model virtual experiments showed that the 

thresholds were controlled by both “fill and spill” (subsurface storage and bedrock 

permeability) and “soil moisture deficit” (evaporation rate and antecedent drainage time) 

factors.  Application of the functional relationship between the soil moisture deficit 

factors and the threshold observed in a pair of long term data records demonstrated the 

value of the approach.  The functional relationship, revealed from the virtual 

experiments, could provide a method for prediction of catchment and hillslope response 

in ungauged basins.   
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In Chapter 4, hillslope scale field experiments at a site with different geometry, 

geology and soil properties showed similarities in hillslope response to Maimai.  As at 

Maimai, rapid hillslope response to irrigation was observed, both in lateral subsurface 

flow, and in flow through the bedrock.  At the WS10 hillslope, flow through the bedrock 

accounted for up to one third of applied water, more than suggested by storm monitoring.  

Rigorous uncertainty analysis at WS10 showed that uncertainty in water balance 

components can be quite large, even with careful controls on inputs and measurement of 

outputs. 

This work shows the value of a combined effort between hillslope 

experimentation and model development, both in terms of model development that 

concentrates on the dominant field processes, and in new process understanding from 

virtual experimentation.  

 

5.2.  Future research needs 
This thesis shows two possible paths towards better macroscale process 

understanding.  The demonstrated climatic and geologic controls on the precipitation / 

discharge threshold, and the influence of bedrock leakage and topography on flow 

routing and partitioning, could be a possible first step towards the joint goals of 

macroscale laws in hillslope hydrology (Dooge, 1986) and catchment classification 

(Wagener et al., 2007).  However, further work is needed.  The observed dominant flow 

processes at these two humid, steep forested hillslopes needs to be compared to sites with 

different geology, geometry and climate.  Sites with different dominant flow processes 

should also be examined.  While some functional intercomparison work has been 

performed (Uchida et al., 2006; Uchida et al., 2005), much more is needed.   

The influence of scale also warrants further attention.  While the soil moisture 

deficit dependent threshold relationship was shown at sites from hillslopes to small 

catchments (0.09 - 101.3 ha), the upper and lower bounds of scale are unknown.  While 

this relationship appears to be a powerful tool for prediction of catchment response to 

precipitation, it is unclear whether it is applicable to much larger scales, where issues of 

spatial variability of rainfall, and different land use dynamics may be important.  Finally, 

these field and virtual experiments have shown the value in the dialogue between 
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modeler and experimentalist.  To identify macroscale laws and develop catchment 

classification schemes, we need more combination of field and model experimentation, to 

serve as a platform for further progress. 
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